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Baseball
sweeps
Concordia 11-5,
2-1 page 12

Oz: The man
behind the
curtain page 8

Celebrating 100 years as Taylor’s News Source

1

Since 1913
Volume 100, Issue 19

HEADLINES
Built for the future
As Gas City’s newest fire station
continues to develop, reactions to the
project remain positive. Page 3

New pope Announced

As the new pope assumes his position, he
paves the way for the Catholic Church
to take a new direction, Page 4

Lighthouse trip
fosters sustainability
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Sex
And
The CornFields

Department
of Labor
report finds
stagnant
economy

New workshop format, speaker bring
twist to annual event
Erika Norton

Three people to
each job opening on
average, AP reports

Staff Writer

Freshman honors students spent
J-term in the Bahamas. Find out more
about what they learned about island
sustainability and service. Page 5

Who is Ruth Ann
Breuninger?

Most people have never heard of
Ruth Anne Breuninger before. Learn
about her legacy and why the new
dorm carries her name. Page 7

Hollywood in
hot water

Iran claims defamation by Oscar-winner
“Argo” and threatens legal action. Page 8

Softball Waits

The softball team aims to stay focused
and prepared after bad weather cancels
many of their games. Page 11

Weekend

Forecast
FRIDAY
High: 48°
Low: 36°

SATURDAY
High: 39°
Low: 27°

philosophy double major and president
of Choros, spoke at yesterday’s workshop
entitled “Language and Sexuality: Fostering a Safe Environment with Words”.
Choros started meeting on campus last
Continued on page 2

Job openings rate,
seasonally adjusted

February 2010 - January 2013, according
to the U.S. Department of Labor

Nearly 200 students apply for
houses, non-Taylor owned
apartments due to fastfilling campus apartments

2.8%

Stressed
upperclassmen
seek off-campus
housing

2.6%

TheEcho_Sports

spirituality.”
As a way to express our sexuality, Paris
even encouraged us to smile.
“A smile is at the nexus of gender, sexuality and spirituality,” Paris said.
Kinsley Koons, junior english and

2.4%

TheEcho_Taylor

Photograph by Timothy Riethmiller

Jenell Williams Paris was this year’s keynote speaker for
Taylor’s annual Sex and the Cornfields series.

On Tuesday the U.S. Department of Labor
released its Job Openings and Labor Turnover Report for January 2013. There was little change in the number of job openings
from December.
In January there were 3.7 million job
openings, up from 3.6 million in December.
There was a 3.1 percent rate of hiring and
a 3 percent rate of employees leaving their
employers, showing there have not been
improvements in employment in a stagnant economy.
The Associated Press reported that in the
current climate there are about three people for each open position, showing high
competition. In balanced economies the
ratio is about 2-1.
The number of workers quitting their
jobs was at an all time high. The AP reported this suggests the quitting workers had
found other jobs.
“I don’t believe we should be any more
concerned or any less concerned than we
have over the last three to six months,” said
political science professor Stephen King.
“The economy is moving at a snail’s pace,
and job development sufficient to boost
the economy is still at lackluster levels,”
King said.
“The biggest problem facing job seekers
currently is a skills gap. Individuals are not
well prepared for the jobs that are currently
in the market,” said senior political science
major Tom Weingartner.
Economics Department Chair Hadley
Mitchell agreed.
“Demands change, and you need to continually upgrade your skills. Fifty-year-olds
cannot find a job because they lack the skills
to properly use technology,” Mitchell said.
While there are many employers who
cannot hire because of a lack of skilled people, there is also a reverse effect. “Employers are not going to hire an overqualified
applicant, given the strong chance that he

2.2%

FOLLOW US

Contributor

2.0%

FULL 7-DAY FORECAST ON PAGE 3

Noelle Smith

1.8%

SUNDAY
High: 38°
Low: 32°

Multiple workshops allowed for more discussion than ever at the annual Sex and
the Cornfields events this week.
Throughout the week, students heard
from a variety of speakers and discussed human sexuality from a Christian standpoint.
New to the event this year are workshops based on students’ interests. The
topics of discussions ranged from sexual
identity and addictions to birth control
and sexual abuse.
The purpose of Sex and the Cornfields is to create conversation and get
students to think about topics of sexuality, according to Sara Hightower,
director of Residence Life programs.
Conversations on specific topics
were discussed in depth through
the new workshops.
“We found that the large sessions are more broad, and students often have smaller, more
practical questions about certain
issues and topics surrounding sexuality,” Hightower said.
Several of the student workshops featured were gender-specific, which encouraged more openness,
vulnerability and clarity from the
speakers, according to Campus Pastor
Randy Gruendyke.
Presenters at the workshops consisted
of Taylor faculty and staff. The main speaker for the event was Jenell Williams Paris, who is a professor of anthropology at
Messiah College and author of “The End
of Sexuality: Why Sex is Too Important to
Define Who We Are.”
Every year Sex and the Cornfields looks
at sexuality from a different vantage point,
according to Hightower.
Last year, Taylor alumnus J.R. Briggs
brought a pastoral approach, while Paris’ approach is more academic, Hightower said.
In the first session Tuesday, Paris discussed how sexuality has been distorted
by culture.
“Our society offers an over-inflated interpretation of sexuality,” Paris said. “Too
often Christians counter an over-sexualized culture with an under-sexualized
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Managing Editor
Junior Blair Tilson woke at 6:30 a.m. on Feb.
8 to turn in her application for on-campus apartments.
After standing in line for more than an
hour, her efforts to make it into Campbell
or Wolgemuth succeeded only in landing
her a ninth-place position on the waiting
list for Taylor-owned apartments.
With dozens of others vying for the same
housing, and the promise from Taylor residence administrators that it was impossible to make it in as a ninth-place contender,
Tilson, a public relations major, turned to
the only option left.
Off-campus housing.
“I love intentional community,” Tilson
said. “I’ve served from freshman through
junior year and have been really involved.

Photograph by Micah Hancock

With Fairlane out of the picture, many students have had to look elsewhere
for next year’s living arrangements, including Breuninger Hall.

I’m just looking for that next step. It’s just
really hard . . . I feel like that choice has
been taken away from us because of housing shortages.”
The university apartment approval process was clogged this year due to the announcement that Fairlane will not be a
residence option next year. That change resulted in an excess of applicants for Campbell and Wolgemuth.
The outcome was a long list of students

automatically added to the regular group
of off-campus applicants, according to
Residence Life Housing Coordinator
Lori Slater.
For that reason, a whopping total of 174
students will find out today whether or not
they are approved to live in an off-campus
apartment or house during their senior
year at Taylor.

2012

2013
Infographic by Mark Davis

Continued on page 2

Continued on page 2

We want to be proactive and do what we can to make sure
that prospective students see us as a viable option so that we
end up with a similar-size class as we have in past years.
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Education Department reaches out to prospective
students

March 15, 2013
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TOP FIVE NEWS EVENTS OF THE WEEK
Judge blocks New York City large-soda
ban, Mayor Bloomberg vows fight
reuters.com

Google Concedes That DriveBy Prying Violated Privacy
nytimes.com

Trial begins in Steubenville,
Ohio, teen rape case
latimes.com

Arkansas Abortion Ban Gives
Jolt To Pro-Life Activists
huffingtonpost.com

Hoosiers react to new pope
with a sense of anticipation
indystar.com

Photograph provided by Bright Futura

Jobs continued

Photograph by Timothy P. Riethmiller

Director of University Apartments and Coordinator of Off-Campus Community
Jon Cavanagh introduces Jenell Williams Paris Tuesday night.

Cornfields continued
year and is an organization created to give
students a safe and healthy environment to
discuss sexuality and gender.
Yesterday, Choros hosted Paris at its
meeting, where students had the opportunity to ask Paris any questions they had
about human sexuality.
Last night was “panel night,” where students listened and asked questions of a panel of women and a panel of men. Sara James,
English hall director, was moderator for the
women’s panel and Jacob Drake, Bergwall
hall director, moderated for the men’s.
Halfway through the session, the panels
switched, giving each gender a chance to
hear from each panel.
Many students have noticed an increased
emphasis on the topic of sexuality on Taylor
campus lately.
Pastor Randy Gruendyke’s reason was
simply “providence.” He explained how
the chapel series on sexual identity this semester had been in the works for a couple
years. His chapel message on Genesis 2 last
week happened to dovetail with Sex and the

Cornfields this week.
“I’ve heard some students say this is too
much, I’m tired of talking about it,” Hightower said. “But it’s always helpful to hear a
ton of different perspectives, instead of just
one story or one vantage point.”
Student feedback about Sex and the
Cornfields this year has been mixed.
“I think the event is a good way to remind
us that sex is something beautiful God created, not just a sin to be avoided,” said freshman art major Maddie Schoenherr. “I just
wish I would have gotten more out of the
sessions.”
Susan Roth, senior Christian educational ministries and biblical literature double
major, liked the workshops this year.
“I liked how this year they had a spectrum
of issues on a smaller scale,” Roth said. “I
think it’s a great idea to split things up into
workshops and let people choose the topics
that they’re interested in.”
The event will conclude with a banquet
in the Student Union tonight, where students will have the opportunity to discuss
and review the topics covered throughout
the week.

Education
Department
reaches out to
prospective
students

on the move in hopes of attracting students
to Upland.
The letter spelled out two options that
are available to students to help with loan
repayment: loan forgiveness and the Loan
Repayment Assistance Program, or LRAP.
“In the future, if we can up front promote
this when we go out to guidance counselors and principals and people in schools
. . . more students are going to want to come
Jon Stroshine
to Taylor,” Tyner said.
News Editor
The letter was sent to students who indicated interest in studying education at
Taylor Education Department Chair Cindy Taylor but had not enrolled for the fall, acTyner has grown used to the tears of stu- cording to Nace.
dents who come to her having decided to
The Education Department sent the lettransfer to avoid student loan debt.
ter as a response to a lower number of stuThis year, the Education Department is dents, as compared to previous years, who
working to stop those tears before they start. are leaning towards majoring in education
Tyner, along with the Education Depart- and committed to coming to Taylor this fall.
ment and admissions, sent a letter late last
Loan forgiveness is available to graduweek to select prospective students painting ates who go into teaching, among other arTaylor education as an affordable program eas of work.

them more enticing to hire.
However, there are still considerations
and sacrifices that may have to be made
with the current job climate.
“I would urge graduating seniors to be
flexible in their approach to the job market, consider overseas work in organizations like the Peace Corps or AmeriCorps
or reconsider entering graduate or professional school,” King said.
According to Mitchell, North Dakota has

one of the lowest unemployment rates in
the country, but knowing where to go is only
valuable if job-seekers are willing to relocate their lives.
Weingartner is optimistic about the edge
the Taylor community will give him when it
comes time to seek out employment.
“So much of getting a job is relational,
which bodes well for students at a small,
well-connected university,” Weingartner said.

even have the process to live off-campus.”
But upperclassmen awaiting approval for
off-campus apartments believe that such
housing should be an open option to any
senior who wants to make more of a transition to life after college, according
to Tilson.

Junior corporate communications major Tiffany Kidder, who hopes to room with
Tilson if approved for an off-campus apartment, is concerned that campus residences
don’t allow students to experience the practical responsibilities of everyday life.
“Paying for rent and utilities, cleaning, and

cooking are all part of off-campus housing,
which I feel is something I want experience
with before I graduate,” Kidder said.
Kidder is also subject to stress and uncertainty under the current housing crunch.
One of her biggest frustrations is that she
must now wait for approval based upon
her individual number of credit hours,
as opposed to the group averages that
serve as the deciding factor for on-campus apartments.
“If part of my group gets off and the others don’t, we have to find different people
to live with or wait for the appeal process,”
Kidder said.
Both Kidder and Tilson hope that the
process will be easier for those who apply
for senior housing next year.
“I know so many of my friends who are in
the same boat as me,” Tilson stated. “Oh my
goodness. It’s just stressful.”

Schools pay a fee for every student they rate—around 80 percent—as well as its reenroll in LRAP, which is open to all areas of tention rate.
study. LRAP then helps students pay loans
“It’s seen as a retention thing,” Nace said.
back after they graduate, provided they “You want to be offering this to students who
meet certain requirements.
are actually going to stay, otherwise you’re
“We want to be proactive and do what wasting your money and they’re not getting
we can to make sure that prospective stu- any benefit anyway.”
The letter unveiled another selling point
dents see us as a viable option so that we
end up with a similar-size class as we have to prospective students: the Education Dein past years,” said Director of Financial Aid partment’s move to the basement of the EuTim Nace.
ler Science Complex.
Those requirements include graduatThe transition should provide a larger,
ing from the school at which they started better space for education professors to
within six years and being employed af- work, according to Tyner.
ter graduation.
Tyner said the department hopes to be
Mortland also said that Taylor has always fully moved in to the new space by the end
paid LRAP extra to help students repay loans, of July.
regardless of whether they work in the U.S.
“Most professors in the Education Deor not. This helps support Taylor’s policy of partment are very excited about the move,”
Tyner said. “It’s just putting on a new face.”
global engagement, he said.
Nace said that Taylor can have confiThe basement will provide the education
dence in offering to register students for the professors with two classrooms equipped
LRAP due to its relatively high graduation for education courses, a conference room

and storage space, according to Tyner.
The design plans for the education faculty’s new location were presented at a department meeting yesterday, Tyner said.
“Most education departments across
the country are in these cramped, dingy
old places,” Vice President for Enrollment,
Management and Marketing Steve Mortland said. “A place where you have space to
talk, to hang out, to do life together is going
to be really valuable.”
Mortland said the Education Department’s current offices in Reade are now
open for next year. He is not sure how they
will be filled.
Although the number of confirmed elementary education majors is low for next
year, Mortland said that next year’s class
should be where he wants it to be in terms
of numbers.
“But that doesn’t mean I don’t get nervous about everything and still look at everything,” Mortland said.

or she will ‘jump ship’ as soon as a position
opens that better fits their education and
skill set,” King said.
Having a liberal arts degree means being more competitive in the job market, according to Mitchell. Having a general base
of knowledge to work from, a company
would not have to spend as many resources on training a new employee, thus making
Housing continued
The frustrations raised by the residence
shortages this year will be appeased next
year with the addition of the new Breuninger dormitory, Slater said. A total of 150
additional spaces will be available to house
both freshmen and upperclassmen.
Slater, who processes off-campus applications on a day-by-day basis due to fluctuating numbers of student residents, said
that the number of approved applicants varies depending on housing availability in university dorms.
“This is a residential campus, so we fill
those spaces first,” Slater said. “Naturally, we
would like for all students to be on campus.
And so once those are filled, I approve as I
need additional space. That’s why we have
the process. If I could put everyone in university-owned property, then we would not

“If I could put everyone in
university-owned property, then
we would not even have the
process to live off-campus.”
—Lori Slater

Elementary Education Freshman enrollment—Fall term

Total enrollment for
first-time Freshmen

Infographic by Mark Davis

In The Loop
Friday

Saturday

Sunday

Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday Thursday

STUDIO SENIOR ART
EXHIBIT, 5 p.m., MMVA Art
Gallery

SENIOR COMPOSITION
RECITAL, 7 p.m., SHM ButzCarruth Recital Hall

SUNDAY NIGHT
COMMUNITY, 8 p.m.,
Rediger Auditorium

CHAPEL: PASTOR TRENT
GRIFFITH, 10 a.m., Rediger
Auditorium

BASEBALL VS. GOSHEN
COLLEGE, 2 p.m., Baseball
Field

ALL-CAMPUS WORSHIP,
8:15 p.m., Rediger
Auditorium

MECA WEEKLY MEETING,
8 p.m., Zondervan Rice
Lounge

LOCAL

A switch to Central time allows a child’s natural sleep pattern to align more closely with school hours. Additionally, it
will save educational time with fewer delays, keep students
from traveling to school in the dark, and help parents struggling to put children to bed.
Indiana considers time zone change

March 15, 2013
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‘Built for
the future’

Work continues on the new
Gas City fire station, which
officials hope will work well
with the future of the city
Paula Weinman
Contributor

Consulting engineer Brad Kline announced
at the Gas City Council meeting on March
5 that the city’s new fire station should be
completed by the end of May.
The new station—located across from
the Wal-Mart distribution center—has been
well-received by both local industries and
the Gas City Fire Department itself. The station will work in conjunction with the old
fire station (which will continue to operate
in its location in the center of town).
Although changes in any town of Gas
City’s size might expect opposition, Mayor Larry Leach believes that the reaction to
the new fire station has been almost entirely positive.
“Citizens understand that it will provide
better coverage for the city,” Leach said. “I
haven’t had a single negative response

The old fire station, located downtown, will continue to be fully operational even after the new station is opened.

about the new station.”
Gas City industries have welcomed the
new station eagerly. Frank Butterworth,
President of Butterworth Industries, is extremely pleased with the development.
“We’re very excited to have it, because it
puts fire response much closer to our facilities,” Butterworth said. “That makes
a difference.”
The fire department, too, is wholly pleased

with the development of the new station.
“(The new station) is going to work with
the future of Gas City,” said Fire Chief David
Linn. “Gas City is growing east, and it will
provide the manpower and services to go
along with that.”
The new station will require an expansion
of the department.
“We’ll employ 12 volunteers at the new station and 24 at the old one,” Linn said.

Photograph provided by Gas City Fire Dept.

Linn said the two-system station will al“We don’t switch those out very often—
low the fire department to react efficiently maybe every 20 or 30 years,” Leach said.
and quickly to emergency calls.
“But we don’t want to work with antiquat“If there’s a call out east, station one will ed equipment.”
move out first, and station two will follow
Meanwhile, the current staff is looking
behind.” Linn said.
forward to the move with anticipation.
As a result of the expansion, the fire de“This is built for the future,” said Lieupartment will receive a new fire truck and tenant Scott Oliver, a member of fire denew rescue truck. According to the mayor, partment forces. “Everybody’s excited. The
this is also an exciting development.
guys are ready to go.”

Indiana considers time zone change
House of Representatives
debate the positives
and negatives

Central time zone

Katelyn S. Irons

Eastern time zone

Local News Editor/Copy Editor
Indiana representative Jeffrey Thompson,
R-Lizton, has proposed that a committee
meet this summer to discuss the benefits of
moving the state to the Central time zone.
He proposed benefits to the state’s economic growth and educational system if the time
zone is moved back an hour.
“I want to at least look at what’s best for
6.5 million people in regards to school safety, school achievement and economic development.” said Thompson, who has been a
state representative since 1988.
Some representatives are still adamant
about switching, while others are tired of
the debate, according to The Indianapolis Star.
“That decision has been made,” said
House Speaker Brian Bosma, R-Indianapolis, about the proposal to The Indianapolis
Star. “There is no reason to rehash it.”
Indiana began to observe daylight savings time in 2005. Since then the process
to change time zones been in effect at
least in some way, according to The Indianapolis Star. Resolutions filed in 2011 and
2012 were shut down in the Indiana House
of Representatives.
“The grass-roots Central Time Coalition
pushes the issue annually at the Statehouse,
arguing that children get on the bus in the
dark, schools are delayed in the cold mornings due to bad weather, and nationally televised TV shows are on too late,” according
to The Indianapolis Star.
Sue Dillon, president of the Central Time
Coalition, started the Coalition in 2008 after a teenager from Carmel, Ind., was hit
and killed by a school bus in the pre-sunrise
darkness, according to USA Today.
“Has (the time zone) proven to be unsafe?
You betcha it has,” Dillon said. The group

Indiana Counties
in Central time
Jasper
Lake
La Porte
Newton
Porter
Starke

Gibson
Perry
Posey
Spencer
Vanderburgh
Warrick

Photograph provided by Grant County Child Abuse Prevention Council

Last year’s Kids Count Luncheon honored the PAL Club.

Time zones in Indiana
Infographic by McLean Roberts

Twelve counties in Indiana are already in the Central time zone.

claims at least five other school children
have died due to the state’s change in time.
Hoosiers for Central Time, another group
promoting the change, has been requesting
the time change since Indiana moved back
to the Eastern Standard Time in September
of 2007. Incidents of students being run over
while walking to school or being abducted
before the sun has risen are cited as reasons
for needing the switch.
“A switch to Central time allows a child’s
natural sleep pattern to align more closely
with school hours,” said Tim McAboy, assistant professor of education and director of
student teaching. “Additionally, it will save
educational time with fewer delays, keep
students from traveling to school in the
dark, and help parents struggling to put
children to bed.”
Currently, most of Indiana observes time
within the Eastern time zone, what the

whole of the Eastern seaboard observes.
Select areas in northwest and southwest
Indiana observe Central time, which is identified with Chicago time.
A great many other states are peaceably
divided over the Eastern and Central time
zones including Alabama, Florida, Kentucky,
Michigan and Tennessee.
“We’ve somehow lived with the Eastern
Daylight Time for the last eight years,” Bosma said. “The crops have risen at the proper time, my cousins tell me the cows still
milk daily. I think stability is what makes
businesses comfortable, what make families comfortable.”
In-Depth Coverage
To learn more, visit the Indiana House of
Representatives’ website at
in.gov/legislative/

Weather Forecast
Designed by McLean Roberts
Today’s
UV index for
Upland

Kids Count
in Grant
County
Grant County Child
Abuse Prevention Council
to host its annual Kids
Count Luncheon
Lexie V. Owen
Staff Writer

The Grant County Child Abuse Prevention
Council will host its 25th annual Kids Count
Luncheon on April 3. The luncheon is held
to raise awareness about child abuse as well
as to honor those who have made an effort
to prevent it.
“It’s just been historical that since April
is child abuse prevention month, the Child
Abuse Prevention Council does something
for the education and prevention of child
abuse,” said Janet Bailey, executive director
of First Light Child Advocacy.

Indiana Today
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“The award isn’t given out
every year. It goes to someone
very special and influential
in the area of education and
prevention. Last year it was a
superintendent over the school
system who dedicated all his life
to children.”
—Janet Bailey

•
Dallas

Weekly national
high and low

This year, the event will take place in the
conference center at Ivy Tech. A workshop
on drug exposed infants and youth will proceed the luncheon in the auditorium at 8:30
a.m to 11 a.m.
The luncheon will begin with a presentation of Grant County statistics of abuse and
neglect by Janet Bailey. Following this presentation, the mayor will review the proclamation and the mayor’s call to action to
address abuse and neglect in the community. They will then announce the winners
of the LaRita Gibbs-Boren Faithful Servant
Award and the Champion for Children
Award. Winners will be organizations that
have excellent abuse prevention programs.
They will receive $250-$500 grants.
The Faithful Servant Award is a memorial
award in honor of LaRita Gibbs-Boren, who
was actively involved with the Grant County
Child Abuse Prevention Council and financial supporter of First Light Child Advocacy.
“The award isn’t given out every year,” Bailey said. “It goes to someone very special
and influential in the area of education and
prevention. Last year it was a superintendent over the school system who dedicated
all his life to children.”
The Champion for Children Award is an
annual award given to a group or organization that makes a difference in the lives of
children. The PAL Club was last year’s recipient. The Marion Public Library, First Light
Child Advocacy and Westminster Presbyterian Preschool have also received this award
in past years.

Thursday
41° | 36°

20% chance of precip.

30% chance of precip.

AM Rain / Snow

Cloudy
10% chance of rain

50% chance of rain

10% chance of precip.

10% chance of snow

10% chance of precip.

Mostly Sunny

Waxing Crescent

Waxing Crescent

Waxing Crescent

Waxing Crescent

First Quarter

Waxing Gibbous

Waxing Gibbous

Joseph Combs, assistant deputy director
of permanency and practice supports for
the Department of Child Services, will facilitate the morning’s workshop. He will speak
on maternal substance abuse and its affects
on children, including the challenges drug
exposed children face throughout their lives.
“We’re trying to encourage people to get
involved and make our community a better
place,” said Combs.
Registration will begin at 8 a.m. The luncheon will be held in the community room
from 11:30 a.m. to 1 p.m and will cost $15
to attend.
In-Depth Coverage
For more information, contact the Grant
County Child Abuse Prevention Council at
765-662-9971 or visit pcain.org.
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While some view the U.S. relationship with Israel as a values based
issue, both Obama and Netanyahu
will be approaching the situation
from a distinctly diplomatic angle.
Dramatic diplomatic dysfunction
on air

March 15, 2013
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Argentine pope radical about humility
Pope Francis I will
change the direction of
the Catholic church
Alex Mellen
Copy Editor

Rachel Vachon
Staff Writer

The Vatican chose its 266th pope of the
Roman Catholic Church Wednesday, according to The New York Times. Cardinal
Jorge Mario Bergoglio (pronounced BerGOAL-io) chose the name Pope Francis I after St. Francis of Assisi, the patron saint of
Italy, according to NBC.
Pope Francis, previously the archbishop
of Buenos Aires, Argentina, is the first pope
chosen from Latin America and the first
pope from the Jesuit order, the Huffington
Post said. He is also the first non-European
pope in 1,300 years, according to Reuters.
He replaces Pope Benedict XVI, who, at 85,
was the first pope to resign from the papacy
in nearly 600 years, according to Reuters.
At 76, Pope Francis’ age came as a surprise to some. Even though he was older
than most contenders for the papacy and

had a lung partially removed more than 50
years ago, the Vatican reported he is in good
health at present.
After the election, Pope Francis addressed the gathered crowd from St. Peter’s
Basilica, The New York Times reported. He
spoke simply in Italian, thanking the people
and asking them to bless him as he blessed
them, an unprecedented and surprising act.
Pope Francis is well-known for his modest living habits and kindness to the poor,
The New York Times reported. Instead of
living in the diocese’s mansion, he lived in
a small apartment, rode public buses and
cooked for himself.
At a hospital in Buenos Aires in 2001, he
took a jar of water and washed the feet of
12 patients suffering from complications related to the AIDS virus, The New York Times
reported. He told reporters “society forgets
the sick and the poor.”
Pope Francis holds staunchly conservative views, supporting Vatican stances on
gay marriage, abortion and other issues.
In public addresses, he exuded humility
and compassion. As he conducted his first
public Mass Thursday, he also reminded
the Church of its need to stay committed
to Christ above any distractions or conflicts.
“We can walk all we want,” he said. “We

can build many things, but if we don’t proclaim Jesus Christ, something is wrong.
We would become a compassionate NGO
(nongovernmental organization) and not
a Church, which is the bride of Christ.”
Instead of the familiar grandeur of the
papacy, Pope Francis intends to focus on
humility and simplicity, Reuters reported.
He also plans to focus on poverty and social
problems, trying to lead by example as he
sets examples for the bishops and cardinals.
“When we walk without the cross, when
we build without the cross and when we
proclaim Christ without the cross, we are
not disciples of the Lord. We are worldly,”
Pope Francis said.
“I have great admiration for his great
humility, his simple, everyman manner,”
said Argentinian Father Guillermo Spirito
in a report by Reuters. “The last time I was
with him was in 2010, and he told me that
St. Francis was a paradigm of how to live
the gospel.”
The choosing of a pope from South America represents a benchmark of Catholic
growth in the continent. According to The
New York Times, Catholic growth in Latin America and the Caribbean has more
than quadrupled in the past century and
is almost double the Catholic population

Pope Francis, seen here as cardinal, celebrates mass in Buenos Aires in 2008.

in Europe.
ThePew Forum on Religion and Public
Life said the Latin American Catholic population represents 39 percent of the global
population. This is more than 400 million
people and more than 70 percent of the Latin American population.
Despite all of Bergoglio’s good work in

Argentina, controversy during the “Dirty
War” in Argentina from 1976-1983 still
shrouds him, according to the Los Angeles
Times. Many thought he could have done
more to help the roughly 30,000 Argentines
killed during that time.

Violence against Women Act reinstated
House vote succeeds
in passing legislation to
fight domestic violence
Claire Hadley
World Editor

The U.S. House voted last week to reauthorize the Violence Against Women Act
(VAWA) since its expiration a year and a
half ago.
The act will authorize $659 million to
aid the prosecution of domestic violence
crimes and provide support to victims over
the next five years, according to the Chicago Tribune.

While the idea of providing security to females has shown in past votes to be clearly
bipartisan, the updated version of the law
provides some points of contention for the
Republican Party.
Rewrites of the act include Senate-backed
protection for Native American, illegal immigrant, lesbian, gay, bisexual and transgender (LGBT) victims, according to the
Huffington Post. Since 2011, the House has
shown no will to reconsider the act, but
last Thursday, Democratic leadership was
finally able to convince the GOP that they
need to have people in mind if they want
to win back some of votes that they lost in
the last presidential election, the Chicago
Tribune reported.

The legislation passed with a vote of 286
to 138. Every female or Democrat member
of the House voted in favor, while the votes
against were solely from Republican males,
reported The New York Times.
Republicans are losing ground in winning minority voters. A CNN poll shows that
women, Latinos and LGBT voters all favor
Democrat leaders over Republican ones.
Currently, the violence rate against Native
American women is two and a half times
higher than any other women in the U.S.,
according to the Huffington Post. They
were unprotected because U.S. legal jurisdiction does not extend completely onto
reservations, and a Department of Justice
study showed 86 percent of perpetrators
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Nancy Pelosi discusses reintroduction of the Violence Against Women Act.

are non-Native men. Thus tribal authorities have no authority, and neither does
the state.
The GOP agrees that consequences must

be made for Native American women, or
why specifications should be added for illegal immigrants who are not under our
jurisdiction, reported the Huffington Post.

BEHIND THE TIMES

Dramatic diplomatic
dysfunction on air
Kari Travis

Managing Editor

What you didn’t know about
Obama’s relationship with
Israel, out in the open and
under the microscope.

Analysts are calling it a soap opera.
It might be an accurate description, considering the on again (but mostly off again)
relationship that the Obama administration
has with the state of Israel.
Don’t worry. This is not a column about
why Obama should be more supportive of
the tiny democratic state that’s stuck in an
extremely rough neighborhood.
No. You see, the real buzz in the headlines is Obama’s recent announcement that
he will make a diplomatic visit to Israel as
early as this spring. Okay. Great.
The real question is, why should we care?
Only four U.S. presidents have ever visited the state of Israel since its creation.
Yes, that’s right. Nixon, Carter, Clinton and
George W. Bush make up the exclusive
group that Obama is soon to join.
So why is Obama making a trip to the
land of milk and honey?
Well, you might say that he’s doing it to
get himself out of a slightly sticky situation.
(Pun intended.)
During the past four years, the Obama
administration hasn’t exactly endeared itself to the state of Israel. In fact, you might
say it’s done exactly the opposite. While
the administration has focused on its policies toward countries like Egypt, Syria and

Iran, Israel is a country with which
it has remained largely uninvolved,
according to CNN.
The result is relational dysfunction of the international variety.
While it’s understandable that
the U.S. would want to repair and
maintain relations with countries
that pose a great nuclear threat to
its security, it certainly is important
to remember that Israel remains a
democratic ally in the roiling atmosphere of the Middle East, according
to Aaron David Miller, vice president
at the Woodrow Wilson International Center for Scholars.
And Israel has even more staked
on its relationship with the U.S.
In the past, Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu has scolded
and reprimanded the Obama administration for its policies toward
nuclear Iran.
This hasn’t made for a warm and
fuzzy exchange between Obama
and Netanyahu.
However, the increased threat posed
by the Iranian state presents quite a
predicament for Israel. Now is the
best possible time for Netanyahu to
repair relations with Obama in an effort to increase his country’s security,
according to a policy analysis from
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The result is relational
dysfunction of the
international variety.
Rabbi Eric H. Yoffie.
It’s anyone’s guess whether President Obama will successfully mend
the U.S. relationship with Israel.
But one thing is absolutely certain:
The soap opera may be on the air for
several more seasons.
And while some view the U.S.
relationship with Israel as a values-based issue, both Obama and
Netanyahu will be approaching
the situation from a distinctly diplomatic angle, according to Miller.
Any new form of the relationship
will arise out of necessity and mutual security interest. Nothing else.
So don’t switch channels just yet.
More developments are sure to
come on this daytime news drama.

Priced per apartment,
not per person
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Off-Street Parking
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I need to look to my neighbor and act with
their best interest in mind, not just my own.
Sustained learning in the Bahamas

TheEchoNews.com
The

  Geek
Briefs
David Adams
S&T Editor

Canadian commands
space station
Astronaut Chris Hadfield
took over control of the International Space Station
Wednesday, the first Canadian and just the
second person not from the U.S. or Russia to
do so. Hadfield will oversee the packing and
release of the Dragon SpaceX capsule, which
is scheduled to return to earth on March 25.
Outgoing American commander Kevin Ford
and two Russian cosmonauts, Oleg Novitskiy and Evgeny Tarelkin, left the station
Thursday, ending the 34th expedition to
the station. Another trio
of astronauts and cosmonauts will join Hadfield
and the other two astronauts aboard the station
at the end of March.
bit.ly/ISS-eh

Rats interact brain-to-brain
Neuroscientists successfully connected the
brains of two rats, enabling one to send electronic signals about its actions to the other.
The study, announced on Feb. 28, demonstrates the possibility of creating organic
computers, groups of animals whose brains
are linked that could solve difficult problems none could solve alone. In the study,
the “encoder” rat was given a signal telling it
what lever to open to receive water. The “decoder” rat relied on signals it received from
the encoder to choose the correct lever. It
was successful 70 percent of the time. Some
scientists expressed doubt in the experiments’ validity, but others
praised the study for drawing attention to the potential
of brain-to-brain interfaces.
bit.ly/Rat-brain

Samsung debuts latest Galaxy S
South Korean electronics-maker Samsung
unveiled its newest flagship device, the
Galaxy S4, Thursday evening at an event
in New York. The phone features a 5-inch
screen, slightly bigger than the Galaxy S3’s
4.8-inch screen. The device itself will remain
the same size because the screen will cover
more of the phone’s surface area, and it will
be thinner than the previous model. Other
features include touchless controls, such
as waving a hand over the device to change
songs or navigate Web pages, and instant
translation between 10 languages in certain
apps. Samsung did not
reveal pricing information, but the device will
be released at the end
of April on all major U.S.
carriers.
bit.ly/Galaxy-4
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‘Richcountry
diseases’
on the rise
Infectious disease
incidence decreasing,
lifespan increasing
Katelyn S. Irons

Local News Editor/Copy Editor

Photographu courtesy of CGuebert Photography

Freshman honors students, graduate students and faculty spent J-term in the Bahamas,
studying small-island sustainability and participating in various service-learning experiences.

Sustained
learning in
the Bahamas

In the first part of the world health series, Science & Tech. discussed the increasing lifespan
worldwide and what effects living longer has
on health. In this, the second part of the series,
we’ll look at the changing nature of disease.

Freshman honors students
serve and study through
sustainability course
Rachel Vachon
Staff Writer

“In 1492, Columbus sailed the ocean blue.”
This sing-songy line might sound familiar,
but for the Taylor Honors Guild, the lyric
became more than a poem—it transformed
into an experience on their two-week J-term
trip to the Bahamas. The opportunity to witness the landing site of the historical explorer was just one of many activities in which
the students took part.
Designed for the freshman honors students, the Bahamas team focused on learning about small-island sustainability and
improving island environments. Students
not only had the opportunity to learn about
the Bahamian environment, economy and
culture, but were able to participate in reflections and service-learning projects
as well.
“We chose (the) Bahamas to focus on sustainability in the context of a small-island
developing state and because we have such
a strong connection through current students and alumni living in the Bahamas,”
said Mike Guebert, professor of geology
and environmental science.
Before leaving for the trip, students prepared through reading, studying the Bahamian culture, serving at Victory Acres and
taking the Lighthouse class and a portion
of an environmental science class.
Upon arrival, the first segment of the trip
was spent on the small island of San Salvador, where the students studied ecosystems
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Taylor alumna Garnell Williams shares about Columbus’ landing on the beach in
San Salvador. Williams hosted the students during their week on the island.

and natural, marine and soil resources, according to Guebert. The group traveled to
Nassau for the second part of their trip and
looked at conservation, human ecology and
climate change. The group also met with
non-profit and educational organizations,
as well as government agencies.
“Even just being aware of those kind of issues and getting that education I think has
been one of the important developments
from the trip,” said freshman Annie Johnson concerning her educational experience.
Graduate student Armila Francis, who
was also a TA for the class, added, “It was
such a pleasure to be able to work with students who were so interested in the subject
that they turned their environment into a
perpetual learning experience.”
For some students, the service-learning projects were as much of a learning
experience as the educational opportunities. Sophomore Jessica Baide said picking trash such as car doors, television sets
and more out of a river impacted her view
on sustainability.
“As Christians, it matters what we do for
the environment,” Baide said. “The second
thing I learned (is) that small actions really do matter. . . . This class taught me some
practical ways I can really make a difference.”

Photograph courtesy of CGuebert Photography

Students pick up trash during one of the
service opportunities they had on the trip.

Taylor alumni were also involved with
the students during their stay. The group
engaged with alumni through learning activities and visiting their homes, providing
a chance to connect and learn more. The
team divided up one Sunday and went to
church to spend the day with alumni who
openly welcomed them.
Freshman Eric Croft summarized the impact the trip had on him. “This life is about
so much more than me,” he said. “I need to
look to my neighbor and act with their best
interest in mind, not just my own.”

3-D printing reinvents scientific marketplace
TU makes printed prototypes
Samuel Bolds
Contributor

A plastic skull replacing bone, a puzzle of
a printed car and all the gadgets a techie
could dream of—the year 2013 has been
exciting for those following the 3-D printing industry.
The Atlantic said 3-D printing has become a “game changer” in industries like
medicine and aerospace. With the ability to
create a prototype within a matter of hours,
companies are saving time and money, and
innovation is through the roof.

How does it work?
A 3-D printer can be described as a computer-controlled hot glue gun. To build an
object, the engineer must upload a completed design file to the printer. The printer
then interprets the instructions by breaking
down the design into hundreds of small two
dimensional layers, according to Engadget,
citing a vice president at T. Rowe Price Associates, a company that creates 3-D printers.
Similar to inkjet printers, 3-D printers
sport at least one extruder head capable of
moving to any point along an X- or Y-axis to
place material. The extruder head acts like
the tip of a hot glue gun. But unlike a glue
gun, 3-D printers can create a dot of plastic
one-tenth of a millimeter wide. The widely
used ABS plastic is the same material used
for LEGO bricks, according to Engadget.
The 3-D element is added to the designs
by means of a heated platform that can
move along the Z-axis from the extruder
head, Engadget said. Small dots and lines
of plastic make up each cross-sectional layer of the model, which is printed one-tenth
of a millimeter at a time.
Websites such as Thingiverse.com have
begun to emerge, where users can upload
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Taylor’s 3-D printer allows students to create prototypes for engineering projects before the actual parts are built.

finished CAD designs to the site for other
users to search for, download and 3-D print
using most consumer printers. Categories
such as fashion, art, gadgets and hobby devices are just a few sectors of Thingiverse’s
design database.

What can it do?
An American man had 75 percent of his
skull replaced with a 3-D-printed prosthetic by Oxford Performance Materials, Engadget said. The company was authorized to
do such transplants by the U.S. Food and
Drug Administration last month. This was
the company’s first procedure of this kind.
The automobile market is even beginning
to use 3-D printing. Engineer Jim Kor designed a ‘printable’ car, the Urbee 2, avehicle

with a chassis built from 50 individually
printed parts. Despite being made mostly
of ABS plastic, except for the engine, the car
boasts being as strong as steel but half the
weight, Wired magazine said.
Taylor’s engineering department has a
BFB 3-D Touch printer. The printer “constructs actual solid models of objects that
have been designed in three-dimensional CAD software,” according to the physics
engineering department’s website. “It is
useful in making prototype parts for engineering projects before actually machining
the real parts.”
Taylor used its 3-D printer for building
prototypes for the student and faculty-built
satellite that will be launched by NASA this
summer, according to Gordon Miller, the

engineering lab manager.

What’s the next step?
3-D printing may be commonplace in
homes in a few years if the prices keep dropping, predicted Sam Cervantes, founder of
Solidoodle, a 3-D printer company. His company’s latest creation is just 512 cubic inches in volume and priced at $799. With the
ability to create any object within that size
requirement, this price could be tempting
to design engineers, Engadget said.
Now that they have the ability to design
and create prototypes, actual products and
even plastic body parts, 3-D printers are the
latest trend. The printers are turning science fiction into designed, printed plastic.

Life expectancy is steadily growing and with
it, a shift has occurred in the study of diseases. Because people are living longer the scientific community is now more focused on
noncommunicable diseases than on communicable, or infectious, diseases.
Dr. Ali Mokdad, professor of global health
at the Institute for Health Metrics and Evaluation, said there has been a rise of noncommunicable diseases in every country
around the world. He wrote that longer life
span, new control over infectious diseases
and an increase of “bad behaviors,” such as
an inactive lifestyle, poor diet and smoking,
were causing the rise in noncommunicable disease.
In contrast, the Global Burden of Disease
Study of 2010 found that communicable disease, maternal and child illness and malnutrition cause fewer deaths and a lower
incidence of disease now than they did two
decades ago.

“We’ll likely see an
increase in certain
diseases that mainly affect
older individuals. . . .”
— Jeff Regier

Since 1970, people worldwide have gained
more than 10 years of life expectancy, but
more of these years are spent dealing with
diseases and injuries, according to The Lancet, a medical journal.
“Infectious diseases have a ‘magic bullet,’”
Mokdad said to The Seattle Times. “We can
vaccinate a child, and he or she will not get
that disease. We do not have the same solutions for lifestyle.”
Infectious diseases have become less of a
problem lately due to the implementation
of public health measures, according to Jeff
Regier, professor of biology and pre-med advisor at Taylor. He said that teaching developing countries how to get clean drinking
water and build proper sewage treatment
facilities has helped drastically reduce disease in addition to vaccinations.
“We’ll likely see an increase in certain diseases that mainly affect older individuals,
for example, cancer (and) Alzheimer’s disease,” Regier said in an email. “This should
mean a shift in training for future physicians, but in the US, we tend not to do a
very good job of intelligently allocating resources such as medical care.”
The Gates Foundation, which is currently at work on the Global Burden of Disease
study, said that communicable diseases
are still a major health problem. HIV/AIDS
remains the sixth leading cause of death
worldwide, according to The Seattle Times.
“The growth of these rich-country diseases, like heart disease, stroke, cancer and diabetes, is in a strange way good news,” said
Ezekiel Emanuel, chairman of the department of medical ethics and health policy at
the University of Pennsylvania. “It shows
that many parts of the globe have largely
overcome infectious and communicable
diseases as a pervasive threat and that people on average are living longer.”
The World Health Organizations’ (WHO)
2013 action plan for the prevention and control of noncommunicable diseases gives
suggestions on how their member states
can address these diseases in their own
countries, including anti-tobacco measures, diet and exercise strategies and alcohol-use suggestions.
To learn more about the Global Burden of
Disease study, visit WHO’s website at bit.ly/
WHO-study.
We’ll focus on increasing mortality related to
obesity in the final part of our world health
series next week.
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Follow these six
suggestions for an
exciting spring break
Lindsay Robinson
Contributor

Is your spring break looking
mediocre this year? Follow
these suggestions for a great
time away from campus. Just
because you stay at home
this year shouldn’t keep you
from making memories
The smell of late-night ramen noodles
and cold coffee lingering in the dorms and
apartments indicate that Taylor students
are desperate for a break. Now halfway
through second semester, summer vacation
is still nine weeks away, but spring break is
right around the corner. It is almost time to
leave the pile of homework and textbooks
lying on the desk, grab the duffle bag from
under the bed and prepare for 11 days of fun,
excitement and maybe some relaxation.
Just because your agenda may not include a trip to Europe or the Caribbean,
that is no excuse for not having amazing
adventures and unforgettable memories. It
is never too soon to start planning a fantastic spring break, so consider these ideas
as the countdown to March 22 reaches single digits.

Everything is better with friends Call
up a group of old or new-found friends and
go on a road trip. This is a great way to catch
up or better get to know other people. Take
a day trip somewhere fun, spend a night
camping under the stars or go hiking. If traveling is an issue, invite people over and just
spend some quality time outside enjoying
the warmer weather.
Visit a memorable place Spring is
a season for new beginnings, so why not
make some new memories visiting a favorite destination? This could mean a day at an
amusement park, feeding ducks at a local

pond or attending a music festival. For a
more sporty adventure, go mountain biking up those hills that have only previously
passed by the car window.

Discover a city Take a day or two and
visit city attractions. Get dressed up for a
music concert, see artwork at a museum,
or discover an up-and-coming band in a local venue. Take a friend or two along and
walk around a scenic or historic area of the
city. You might learn something fascinating
about your hometown.
Volunteer Volunteer in the community. While work isn’t the perfect recipe for a
stress-free break, it is a great way to meet
new people in your area. The connections
made while volunteering could be the
start of some amazing friendships. If nothing else, it is a great way to give back to
the community.

Go to work Join the number of other college students also wanting to earn some extra money. Catch up on those bills piling
up from food, textbooks and impulsive online buys.

Spring cleaning Understandably, most
people tend to shy away from the notion of
cleaning during vacation. However, it can
be a very helpful, if not an essential, part of
the spring season. Put away the old to make
way for the new. Maybe you’ll rediscover a
forgotten treasure in the process.
Always remember to take pictures. Bring
the camera along and document whatever spring break may bring. And remember,
there is no need to worry if no planned activities are on the schedule when spring
break rolls around. The best adventures
with friends and family often result from the
most spontaneous activities. Just make sure
to have fun whenever possible and enjoy all
that the 11 days have to offer.

Seniors scramble
for love
Angelina Burkholder
L&T Editor

With only about nine weeks left of school,
seniors are feeling the crunch of graduation
as May approaches. On top of that, there’s
the added stress of finding a job and paying
off student debt. Naturally, the solution for
some is to hide away and find comfort in
relationships. Enter senior scramble.
Graduating college alone and single can be intimidating. The common
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misconception is that all single seniors
flounder around last minute settling for the
nearest available partner. It’s a phenomenon known as “ring by spring.” Find the partner, snag em, get engaged and graduate in
love. The Echo decided to investigate and
see whether seniors really do believe in senior scramble and take part in it or reject it.
Sixty-eight seniors participated in an
anonymous survey to dismiss the opinions about senior scramble once and for
all. Many left comments within the survey,
expressing their views further.
“I think it’s real. I don’t believe in it, but I
believe it is an unhealthy way to pursue a serious relationship,” one senior commented

I think creating an intentional environment that encourages
growth has to start with me.
New dorm, new PAs, new culture

6

on the survey.
And so the push for data began. Over 50
percent of seniors who completed the survey were single; the rest were either engaged,
married or dating. One lone senior posted
“It’s complicated.”
Yes, we agree, it is complicated. Exactly
half of the seniors felt neutral toward the
term “senior scramble” while the rest disliked it. A small group of seniors, perhaps
jokingly, perhaps seriously, embrace the
concept of scrambling last minute. Explanations such as: “It’s funny” and “It’s irrelevant” followed. One senior believes that it
exists while another admitted to poking fun
at the idea. “It is me. I am the scramble,” a
senior commented.
Although most of the seniors responded
negatively to it, a general consensus to the
existence of senior scramble followed.
“It’s funny. People literally scramble. Pathetic,” was another response.
Despite the harsh responses to idea of
pushing for love last minute, majority of seniors said they would rather not leave college single. Two seniors want to do all they
can to avoid leaving single while six other
seniors want the opposite in hoping to leave
single. However, majority agree that leaving
college without a significant other is not the
end of the world. These 44.1 percent believe
that it’s not important to find your forever
partner within the confines of education.
Some people don’t believe in senior
scramble and some sincerely take it to
heart. However, most seniors realize that
God will eventually bring the perfect person
if it’s meant to be. Over 70 percent believe
that their chances for finding their spouse
outside of Taylor are good ones. A total of
92.6 percent hope to someday walk down
the aisle or see a beautiful girl walking toward them as they express a lifelong commitment to each other.
If you’re a senior and aching for a hand to
hold, take heart, you aren’t alone. Instead of
settling or hurrying through the process of
finding love, feed off your classmates’ confidence and trust that your time will come if
it’s meant to be. As said by a fellow student:
“I chuckle good-naturedly at it and respect it
as a component of Taylor culture, although
I do not intend to embrace it personally.”

CROSS-CULTURAL TRAINING + HOLISTIC DEVELOPMENT

INTERCULTURAL STUDIES
The Intercultural Studies department offers
holistic training for those pursuing God’s call into
cross-cultural service. Our students find that living
and studying under internationally respected
professors in the Chicago area provides abundant
opportunities to grow as they encounter people
from diverse cultural and theological perspectives.
Explore our programs and discover how we can
prepare YOU to serve more effectively in our
ever-changing world.
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Who is Ruth Ann Breuninger?
David Seaman
Staff Writer

Ruth Ann Breuninger has
left behind a significant
legacy here at Taylor. The
new dorm will now carry
her name to honor her

The Illium

Taylor’s new dorm now has a name: Breuninger Hall. But Breuninger is not exactly a
name students are familiar with. Who is this
mysterious person, and why is a residence
hall taking up the name?
“Dr. Breuninger, or Dr. B, was a very engaging, very popular and effective faculty member,” said Dean of Students Skip Trudeau.
Ruth Ann Breuninger was a Christian
Education professor from 1964 to 1975.
One of her biggest claims to fame on campus was starting the Lighthouse program.
What started as a program taking Christian Education students to the Bahamas
soon evolved into something more. In recent years, the program has seen 2,200 students participate in 150 mission trips to 29
different countries .
“She developed and expanded the metaphor of shedding light through short term
missions,” Trudeau said.
Breuninger’s instigation of the Lighthouse
program was groundbreaking for Taylor in
1972. Before Breuninger, very little was focused on the international service-learning

that Taylor is known for today. The Lighthouse program marked Breuninger as a
visionary for providing students with international experience.
When Breuninger became the first woman hired in the Christian Education department in 1964, there were only a handful of
majors. When she resigned in 1975, there
were over 100 majors. Her love of God and
others showed in her actions of mentoring
hundreds of students one-on-one, along
with sponsoring student clubs.

“That’s a tricky,
tricky thing, when
you’re naming a
building while
there’s no donor
to say ‘I’ll give
you money if
you name this
building after
such and such.’”
- Skip Trudeau

Bible College. She was also involved in ministries and churches ranging from California to Maryland.
These accomplishments were enough
for a name proposal for the new dorm
from the president’s cabinet. After a developed proposal, it was vetted on-campus
then taken to a subcommittee of the Taylor Board of Trustees. There it was approved
by the board.
Naming the building was both a clear
choice and a difficult one.
“That’s a tricky, tricky thing, when you’re
naming a building while there’s no donor
to say ‘I’ll give you money if you name this
building after such and such’,” Trudeau said.
Taylor, however, has a history of honoring service to the institution through legacy naming of buildings such as residence
halls. While most of the residence halls are
named after men except for Grace Olson
(and Mary English, who was a spouse of a
distinguished graduate), the decision was
still made in favor of Breuninger. Because
Breuninger was one of the first woman hired
for a significant department on campus,
“she was a pretty unanimous choice from the
administration of who we wanted to name
the new dorm after,” Trudeau said.
Breuninger passed away in 2007, but her
impact has lived on in the Christian Education department and Lighthouse program.
Now it will live on in Breuninger Hall.

Breuninger had many outreaches outside
of Taylor as well, including teaching posts
at Columbia Bible College and Lancaster

New dorm, new PAs, new culture
Kyle Carruthers

Staff Writer/Copy Editor

The recently selected PAs for
Breuninger Hall are ready to cultivate
community in the new dorm
On March 8, dozens of letters went out to
different residence hall mail boxes to reveal
the next generation of residence hall leadership at Taylor. Six of those letters went
to students who had never set foot in the
residence they had just been called to lead.
Junior Nate Nupanga, sophomore David Adams, sophomore Cassidy Losey, freshman
Amanda Razzi, freshman Jenny Valkier and
junior Anna Goeglein have stepped up and
been asked to lead Breuninger Hall as Personnel Assistants in its first year.
The decision, made by current Gerig
Hall Director Debby Cheruiyot Bii along
with the Office of Student Development,
“required prayer and thoughtful consideration” according to the letter. Bii will direct
both Gerig and Breuninger next year. The
students carefully considered the decision

as well.
“As a junior, I am sadly near the end of my
time here at Taylor so I’ve been thoughtfully considering things I would like to accomplish before I graduate,” said Nupanga,
current PA of Sammy II. “Investing in a new
dorm as a senior sounded like a great op-

“I want to cultivate
a real community
of loving brothers
and sisters in
Christ especially
on my floor
with my girls.”
- Amanda Razzi
portunity, perhaps a once in a lifetime one.”
Razzi had been considering a leadership
position since the beginning of the year, and
that has finally been realized.
“The Lord really placed it on my heart to
apply for PA in the beginning of the year and

Little Trojan

as I heard of the new dorm I felt like God
was saying, ‘Apply. I will handle the rest,’”
Razzi said. She mentioned that God faithfully gave her the motivation for the application process among her 18 credit hours
and volunteer work this semester.
With the most important foundation of
the new dorm, the people, now decided,
connections and community have been
pursued intentionally.
“I’ve talked to several future members of
the new hall, guys especially, and its been
great to see how excited they all were about
living there next year and they all really
want to be part of something new,” Nupanga said. “Those talks have been very encouraging for me to already catch a glimpse of loving brothers and sisters in Christ espethe kind of great people I will get to live with cially on my floor with my girls,” Razzi said.
“I really want to make a unified floor who is
next year.”
Nupanga also got the opportunity to striving to live out the lives God has blessed
meet his Co-PA, David Adams, the day that us with fully, constantly encouraging each
they discovered they would be leading the other in the good and the tough times and
floor together. Co-PAs will work togeth- knowing and truly believing that we are siser to share passions and pool talents and ters in Christ.”
strengths to create a safe place for commuIn some ways, culture and community
nity and culture to form.
just happen, but in other ways they need
“I want to cultivate a real community of dedicated leaders who share a common

by Rodrigo Carneiro

Samgrams

Echograms #TaylorU

Graphic Illustration provided by Taylor University with rendering by Mark Davis

purpose and vision. Community starts
with meaningful initiation on the part of
one person.
“I think creating an intentional environment that encourages growth has to start
with me,” Nupanga said. “As a leader I want
to especially be able to include others in creating this new culture because I think that
I will be living with a group of people who
have great things to bring to the table.”

#TaylorU’s

TOP
TWEETS
Chris Hecox @ChrisHecox
Sex and the Cornfields? More like
Cats and the Cornfields, amiright?
#tayloru
Billy Goggin @BGoggin12
You know you’re having a rough
day when you come to the DC with
3 friends and you still hear “hey
can I borrow this chair?” 8 times
#TaylorU
Sarah Hughes @sarah_hugz
Springtime at #TaylorU, when
music blasts across campus from
the baseball field. Now the weather
just needs to catch up.

WHEATON.EDU/INTR

Joel Benson @InevitableJoel
Not tryna have sex in the cornfields,
so I’m at Sex and the Cornfields.
#TaylorU
Kelsey Scott @KelseylinScott
Guess who’s coming to Taylor
today?!?! @katieliston99!!!!!!!!
I’m so excited! #TaylorU
#whoopwhoop

For more, follow @sam_stone on

Latitude: 40° 29’ 13.2” N / Longitude: 85° 25’ 30” W

tayloralumni: “Perhaps the last snow of the year at #TaylorU will melt this weekend.”

Matt Walters @MattWalters10
why do the lights in the atrium
always go off while i’m trying to
study? #everytime #TaylorU

A&E

There isn’t really room for you to just make your work and
be done. You have to be in constant communication with the
others who are showing.
Exhibiting artwork and teamwork
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The man behind the curtain, revealed

Prequel to popular children’s
book and movie has
unexpected changes
Samuel Bolds
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Lights,
camera . . .
Production team to shoot
TV show on the campus
that pledges the most

Contributor

Alex Mellen
Copy Editor

Leave everything you learned about Oz from
“Wicked” at the door, people. This movie is
not what you might expect from either the
popularized musical or the bestselling novel, which have both inspired a great many of
this generation’s “Wizard of Oz” enthusiasts.
After ignoring the smell of overpriced
popcorn, movie-goers in the theater settled
into their seats, anticipating greatness. After watching the trailers for three end-ofthe-human-race thrillers and two classic
remakes, “Oz the Great and Powerful” began with vintage movie credits—black and
white ink sketches reminiscent of the complex mathematical artworks of M.C. Escher.
The first few minutes of the movie began in black and white on a square screen,
a tribute to the famous “Wizard of Oz”
movie produced by Warner Brothers in
1939. After the protagonist plummets out
of a Kansas tornado in his stolen hot air
balloon, the screen lights up as the man
in a crumpled suit looks out into the vibrant scene of the land of Oz.
Photograph provided by IMDB
The film’s main protagonist Oscar Diggs
“Oz” depicts the little-known backstory of the wonderful world’s namesake.
(James Franco), nicknamed “Oz,” is a con
Warner Brothers prevented Disney from and how good people can choose evil. The
man and womanizer traveling with a circus. Jr. backed out of this role, and Johnny Depp,
His name is shown on the side of his trailer the second choice, also refused, according utilizing a few commonly known facts about story also touches on the Christian idea
as “Oz, the great and powerful,” but in real- to CNN. Either of these would have fit bet- the Land of Oz because they still hold the of biting the apple. A main character is
ity he is neither.
ter than Franco does, bringing maturity to copyright to the film where those facts were tempted to eat a poisoned apple hoping
After his balloon accident, “Oz” finds him- the con-man role.
popularized., according to the L.A. Times.
to gain power and prestige, but this act
self in the land of Oz. This was confusing
Another odd casting was Mila Kunis as
Another unexplained oddity was that a throws her into the depths of darkness
in the movie as well. But the people of the Theodora. Famous for her work in the ro- flying monkey was one of the good charac- of the world.
Overall, this movie was an enjoyable
land quickly accept him as their long await- mantic comedy genre, she makes a rough ters. In the “Wizard of Oz” film, flying blue
ed wizard and tell him if he vanquishes the transition to the land of fantasy.
monkeys are the witch’s minions. In this romp through an imaginary land. It was
Wicked Witch, he will become king.
Once the end credits started to roll, a film, the evil witches have flying baboons. confusing when it deviated from plots
After this, Oz makes several particularly continuity hole became apparent. Where Why was it changed? The only thing that that have become commonly known,
snarky comments that stand out. Reports were the ruby slippers? In the 1939 film, Dor- comes to mind is that this was another but there are enough details to make
from Rolling Stone Magazine indicate this is othy Gale takes the iconic footwear from copyright issue.
fun connections. If you want a rainy day
a foretelling of the character’s original cast- the Wicked Witch of the East, but never in
In the end, this movie comes down to activity, grab someone who shares your
ing, Robert Downey Jr., known for portray- “Oz the Great and Powerful” does the same good and evil and the endless fight between love for Disney and enjoy “Oz the Great
ing characters like this. However, Downey witch have the scarlet shoes.
them. It discusses redemption of characters and Powerful.”

Exhibiting artwork and teamwork
Senior art majors
collaborate on dual
exhibits opening tonight
Kacey Heinlein
Contributor

For graduating art majors, the senior art
show is a milestone event. Each department
and concentration has a separate show to
exhibit the results of months of working
and planning. Two different shows for studio art/photography and art education majors will open tonight in Metcalf.
“It is a group show,” said Ryan Maloney, senior art major with a 3D concentration. “There isn’t really room for you to just
make your work and be done. You have to
be in constant communication with the others who are showing so that . . . there is a

cohesive show for those who come to see
it. It has definitely been a lot of planning as
a group on top of creating our own work.”
Assistant professor of art Suzie Dittenber
said the students showing their work are
responsible for all preparation, including
taking care of all publicity, composing an
artist’s statement, coming up with a concept, presentation, installing the work and
then documenting the process. “That’s sort
of the sweep of the project,” said Dittenber,
who is also the senior exhibition faculty advisor for studio art majors.
Although all art seniors are required to
participate in a senior show, art education
majors have additional requirements. Kathy
Herrmann, department co-chair and senior
exhibition faculty advisor for art education
majors, said seniors must display their portfolios in addition to the work created for
the show. “It’s kind of like their philosophy

of education, lesson plans, everything they
need for getting a job,” Herrmann said.
Art education majors must also complete
a semester of student teaching, preferably
in the fall. Some students, however, end up
teaching while getting ready for their senior show.
“I planned ahead for my show, got my
painting done last semester,” said Jaime
Hughes, a senior art education major who
is currently student teaching. “But the other
parts of my show have been a little stressful
putting together while student teaching.”
The art education show will include
paintings and ceramics along with Kenyan-influenced work by senior Jacquelyn
Curtis and cards with statements from elementary students answering the question
“What is art?” inspired by senior Emily DeMeester’s student teaching experience.
“I’m very excited about my own show,”

Hughes said. “It’s a testimony of sorts that
I’ve honestly been working on in my head
for the past four years.”
According to Maloney, the studio art and
photography show will include pieces in
ceramics, installations of cast aluminum,
wood and drywall in addition to photography. In his ceramics project, he said it’s difficult to pick a favorite piece.
“Because of the motivating factor behind
the production of this series, all of them
have become especially meaningful, as individuals as well as a whole set,” Maloney said.
The art education show will feature work
by seniors Hughes, DeMeester, Curtis and
Matthew Gilbert. The studio art and photography show will feature work by seniors
Maloney, Alexander Moore, Brad Nickerson
and Glenn Skala.
Both shows open at 7 p.m. tonight
in Metcalf.

Iran v. Hollywood

Two media producers are collaborating to
produce a TV show about a Christian college newspaper. Journalist Greg Piper and
filmmaker Jeremiah Lewis are raising money to film the pilot of a show entitled “COPY.”
The show’s Kickstarter campaign began
Feb. 25. It needs to raise $50,000 by its end
date of March 27 to enforce the pledges. The
creators need this much to get started and
film a pilot. Last night, the campaign had
raised $8,382.
“We want to make a pilot because we
believe so strongly there is a gigantic hole
in the market waiting to be filled by smart,
subversive, challenging and exciting content,” the Kickstarter page said. “We believe
COPY fills that hole.”
Piper and Lewis have a special prize
for the school that collectively—including
alumni, parents, faculty, etc.—raises the
most money: They will film the show’s exterior shots on that campus.
“COPY” will address relevant cultural issues college students face, such as sexual
identity and interracial conflicts, among
others. The pilot, according to Piper, introduces the “tension . . . between a very headstrong, somewhat reckless editor-in-chief
and the equally egotistical and kind of
self-loving school president.”
“It’s an embellished memoir of our college years,” the Kickstarter page said. Lewis and Piper compared “COPY” to shows like
“Arrested Development” and “30 Rock” and
to “Blue Like Jazz” in how they relate their
faith to their storytelling.
In a video on the Kickstarter page, the
producers tell how they want to portray
Christians as having radically different lifestyles and views from each other, not as the
homogeneous group the world often thinks
they are. Christians can struggle, fail and be
funny, just like anyone else.
“Christians and journalists, who normally hate each other, both believe the truth
will set you free,” the Kickstarter page said.
“They’re not so quick to admit temptation by another creed: The ends justify
the means.”
According to a press release, Piper and
Lewis will pitch the first 13 episodes of their
hour-long comedy/drama to traditional TV
networks, cable networks and streaming
providers like Netflix and Hulu.
Piper wrote for his school paper at Christian Seattle Pacific University and based
some of his ideas on that experience. Lewis is a web developer and screenwriter in
Los Angeles who has produced several
award-winning films.
The two met online and blogged together
for a couple of years before Piper suggested his idea for “COPY.” Today, much of their
collaboration occurs long-distance on the
phone or online.
The pilot script of “COPY” placed in the
semifinals at the Scriptapalooza screenwriting contest in 2012.
Piper and Lewis want to write and produce “COPY” themselves so they can “retain
control of the show, its copyright and continuity of vision from page to screen.” Piper
said they will wait to cast their actors and
choose a location for interior filming until
they raise the $50,000.

The 2013 Best Picture winner “Argo” has spurred
talk of a lawsuit against Hollywood
Kathryn Fenstermacher
A&E Editor

A recent screening of the 2012 film
“Argo” in a Tehran, Iran, theater received a very different response from
what it garnered at the Academy
Awards last month.
According to Fox News, the film has
been labeled by Iranian officials as anti-Iran propaganda that gives an “unrealistic portrayal” of their country. As a
result, Iran is contemplating a lawsuit
against Hollywood.
Iranian authorities have hired a
controversial French lawyer, Isabelle
Coutant-Peyre, to discuss the details of
filing a lawsuit against Hollywood, The
Guardian reported. Coutant-Peyre stated her intention to defend Iran against
Hollywood films that distort the country’s image, according to the semi-official Isna news agency.
Coutant-Peyre was speaking in Tehran
Monday at The Hoax of Hollywood conference which, according to conference
secretary Mohammad Lesani, is intended to “unify all cultural communities in
Iran against the attacks of the west, particularly Hollywood.”
Lesani told the Tehran Times that the
conference plans to send a statement to
the 22nd session of the Human Rights
Council, which is currently taking place
in Geneva.
“For many in the Iranian regime, it’s

impossible to fathom that Hollywood is
not a state-run entity, as it is in Iran,” said
Omid Memarian, an Iranian journalist
based in New York. “Officials therefore
seriously perceive any cultural products
about Iran, like movies, as a political
statement.” The fact that First Lady Michelle Obama presented the Best Picture
award may have magnified these suspicions, Memarian said.
The rumored lawsuit follows a recent scandal surrounding the film
“Zero Dark Thirty,” another controversial Oscar-nominee. NBC News reported that the movie has been unofficially
banned in Pakistan for including certain
misleading details. “It is mostly ‘movie-mistakes fans’ having a field day,” author Mohammed Hanif told BBC News.
“We do not speak Arabic, and we do not
eat hummus.

“For many in the Iranian regime,
it’s impossible to fathom
that Hollywood is not a staterun entity, as it is in Iran.”
— Omid Memarian

But he suggested Pakistan’s negative reaction may have been caused by
something deeper: the film’s depiction
of Osama Bin Laden, a figure who he
said embarrassed Pakistan’s intelligence
agencies. “The film is considered an insult to our innocence,” Hanif explained.

The perceived inaccuracies in “Argo” may
have more charged issues at stake, however. The film is based on the escape of
six American hostages from the besieged
U.S. Embassy in Tehran in 1979. The revolutionaries responsible for the siege
were angered by the U.S. allowing their
previous leader, Shah Mohammad Reza
Pahlavi, to remain in America for medical treatment after being summoned
for trial in Iran. The remaining hostages
were freed after the Shah died, but the
U.S. and Iran severed diplomatic ties after the incident.
Despite the narrative liberties most
Americans expect from any given Hollywood production, Iranians were offended that the film did not distinguish
between ordinary citizens and the revolutionaries behind the U.S. hostage situation, The Guardian reported.
Nevertheless, U.S. legal experts told
Fox News that Iran’s threat is unlikely
to develop into a legitimate lawsuit. Miami-based attorney and solicitor Steven
Kozlowski said it would be difficult for
Iran to prove “Argo” was an act of defamation, especially since it was never
billed as a documentary.
“The core historical factual elements
of ‘Argo’ are true,” Kozlowski said. “It is
significant to note that while ‘Argo’ is
based on true events, it is in the end a
Hollywood movie.”
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Dallas is a defensive lineman for the Taylor football team,
but his plaid shirt, jeans and belt buckle are evidence of the
cowboy within him. When he’s not playing football, Dallas
can be found horse training or bull riding.
Dallas, the bull-riding cowboy
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Nerf guns, moose heads,
zombies and honey
The Unorganized Bookstore’s
name doesn’t lie—it
really isn’t organized
Paula Weinman
Contributor

The Unorganized Bookstore looks like that
secret clubhouse you might have had as a
kid: colorful, comfortable and filled with
second-hand treasures.
A worn suede and leather moose head
hangs on the wall. Old comic books share
a table with a stack of faded puzzle boxes. Teas—just in case Mom visits—cover
a counter dividing the front of the store
from the back. And books are everywhere,
on shelves, stacked on the floor and overflowing from plastic bins.
It’s a bizarre and random collection, and
it all started with Taylor grad Drew Zylstra
(’11).
“Second semester freshman year, we had
to do a marketing plan,” Drew said. “I was
the person assigned to study selling books
online. I didn’t think anything of it, and
treated it like just another school project.”
The project took on real-world dimensions for Drew the following summer, when
his parents moved from his childhood

home in Arkansas to Indianapolis.
can pull them out at any given time and
“I basically didn’t have any contacts for a start shooting.”
job that summer, but I found a box of books
As for the victor of these battles, Drew
at a garage sale,” he said.
claims there is no contest.
He decided to sell the books on the Inter“Definitely me. I have experience,” he said.
net and found out the online book business “I’ve grown up with them.”
was an easy route to profit.
Nerf guns isn’t Drew’s only interest that
“I flat-out love books anyway,” he said. has infiltrated the store. Peek over the teas
“When I found out I could make money off on the countertop, and you’ll discover a
of them, it was like, ‘Hey, books and money!’” treasure trove of liquid gold—nearly 120
For the rest of his college career, Drew different kinds of honey.
sold books online. During his sophomore
“We have about 30 Nerf
year, he opened The Unorganized Bookstore.
guns hidden all around
The store keeps prices simple: Paperback books sell for $1 and hardbacks for $2.
the back of the store.”
Books are separated into broad categories,
—Drew Zylstra
such as fiction, reference or romance.
“We’re unorganized to keep the cost low.
By not having to organize them, I save a ton
“My first winter (at Taylor), I was so cold,”
of employee time.”
Drew said. “I didn’t have warm clothes at all,
What time Drew’s employees have at so I found myself drinking a lot of tea. Then
The Unorganized Bookstore they thorough- for spring break, I went up to Michigan and
ly enjoy. Daniel Yokum, the store’s manag- came across a blueberry orchard. They were
er, said the people are his favorite part, and selling blueberry blossom honey.”
the staff ’s impromptu Nerf gun wars are a
Drew bought a jar and mixed the honey
close second.
into his tea later that night. The blueberry
The boss agrees.
honey became the first of many exotic hon“We have about 30 Nerf guns hidden all eys Drew discovered over the next few years.
around the back of the store,” said Drew.
“I found out there’s an insane amount
“They’re loaded and ready to go, so people of different kinds of honey,” Drew said. “I

Dallas, the bull-riding cowboy
For sophomore Dallas
Schleg, horsing around isn’t
just a figure of speech
Lexie V. Owen
Staff Writer

Dallas Schleg, 6 feet 5 inches tall and full
of muscle, ducked through the doorway as
he entered the room. Sitting, he removed
his camouflage hat, revealing his red hair,
and smiled politely.
Dallas is a defensive lineman for the Trojans, but his plaid shirt, jeans and belt buckle are evidence of the cowboy within him.
When he’s not playing football, Dallas can
be found horse training or bull riding.
Last semester, when his girlfriend was
killed in a car accident on her way to the
Wagon Wheel game in Anderson, Dallas
took a break from football and bullriding.
He moved to Texas, where he took solace
in his main passion: horse training.
This passion came from his grandfather,
Tom Schleg, who was a professional cowboy for 20 years and raised Dallas’s father
on a quarter-horse farm. Dallas’ father was
eager to pass the family passion for horses
to his son.
“When I was 12, he put me in an apprenticeship program learning how to break
horses and all that,” said Dallas.
From ages 12-15, Dallas worked under the
apprenticeship every day after school.
“I’d do anything from doctoring sick horses to riding ones that needed time on them.”
At 15, he left the apprenticeship and started taking his own clients and breaking
horses on his own. He did that all through
high school.
Dallas has owned at least 300 horses
since he was 12, and his love for horses
hasn’t stopped. He finds himself most at
peace with the animals. To him, communion with nature and communion with God
go hand in hand.
“Usually, I find that I can speak with God
better when I’m alone,” Dallas said. “Usually,
I have those best moments when I’m just by
myself on a horse somewhere. That’s really
when I think I feel closest with him.”
Dallas’s grandfather, Tom, has always
been a major supporter of Dallas. He taught
Dallas how to rope and work cattle. He supports Dallas as an athlete.

“He actually comes to all the Taylor events cake, you get scored really well.” He grinned.
for football and basketball,” Dallas said. “He “That’s how we determine a winner: how
was up there in Warsaw when (the basket- easy we can make stupid look.”
ball team) played Grace (College), just beDallas has enjoyed returning to Indiana
cause my roommate’s in basketball. He’s rodeo, but he came back to Taylor to play
watched one of my bull rides, but he’s not football. His friends, teammates and coach
really big into that.”
strongly supported him, even when he
The majority of Dallas’ family sides with wasn’t around last semester, when he was in
Tom when it comes to Dallas’ most danger- Texas with horses as his closest companions.
ous pastime. His mother came to one com“One of the biggest influences of my
petition, but his father has never watched coming back was Coach Kijanko. He’s a big
part of my life. And also my friends helped
him ride.
“People say bull riding’s stupid and they’re me out with some really rough times this
absolutely right,” said Dallas. “It is the most past semester.”
dangerous professional sport. As far as injuWith the support of his teammates, ridries and death, it holds the record on both of ing partners and grandfather, Dallas is back
them. They say it’s not if you get hurt riding to pursuing adventure as an athlete and a
bulls—it’s when.”
cowboy at heart.
To Dallas, the danger is worth the thrill.
He began riding bulls at age 16, often with
RIGHT: Dallas Schleg calls his
bull-riding style power riding.
friends when his parents weren’t home, and
Photograph provided by Dallas Schleg
quickly discovered the joy of finding his own
riding style.
BELOW: Dallas Schleg throws footballs, breaks horses and rides bulls.
“Some guys have a feel for how bulls think,”
Photograph by Micah Hancock
Dallas said. “They know how to counter-move their weight in order to stay on the
bull. I’m a power rider. I power them down
and I just hold myself to the bull on the rope.
It’s good technique for me.”
Dallas left the bulls behind when he went

“I’m a power rider. I power
them down and I just hold
myself to the bull on the rope.
It’s good technique for me.”
— Dallas Schleg
to Texas, but when he returned at the end of
J-term, Dallas and his riding partners began
hitting a local rodeo or two every weekend.
This was the heaviest bull riding Dallas has
participated in, though he still hasn’t ridden
professional bulls.
In local competitions, Dallas has won
first place several times. In Marion, he’s often placed second or third. His highest score
so far has been 73 out of 100. Dallas claims
there is no such thing as a perfect ride, but
he’s witnessed some professionals come
close with scores of 98.
“American rodeo is an eight-second ride
and then they score how in control you
were,” Dallas explained. “It doesn’t seem like
a long time, but it really is hard. There is a
form to it. If you make it look like a piece of

decided to become a honey connoisseur.”
cash register.
Customers can buy a cup of tea—and few
Drew picked up two of the hats. One
teaspoons of unique and unusual honey to read, “Zombies were people, too!” The othgo with it—but sales are not the primary pur- er: “Zombie Hunter.”
“We do a lot of Zombie stuff now, which I
pose of the “Exquisite Teas and Honey” corner.
“Drew just really loves to teach people thought was weird. The vampire fad is going
about honey,” said Daniel, as he rummaged out and zombies are coming in.”
As for the battered moose head hanging
through the tea cabinets. “I sell maybe one,
two cups of tea a week. You can see that a lot on the wall, Drew considers it a personof these (boxes of tea) haven’t moved much al purchase.
“I liked it,” he said. “About once a year, we
over the years—the colored ones are all faded from facing the sun. Hey, look!”
do something called Barter Week, where
He plucked a stray Nerf dart from the tea basically people can bring us random crap,
box. Grinning, he took aim and tossed it at and we’ll trade them for books. Someone
long-time employee Kayla Johnson, who brought in the moose head, and I was like,
was in the back, working at a computer, cat- ‘That’s pretty cool. Yeah, I’ll give you 20
aloguing the online store’s stock.
books for that.’”
The next barter week will be the week of
Kayla laughed a little and tossed the dart
over her shoulder, postponing the Nerf gun April 1-6, and Drew invites everyone to atwar until further notice.
tend and contribute. If you’re lucky, someDrew shared different reasons for start- thing you own could become a part of the
ing the tea corner.
zany, clubhouse-like collection of The Un“The Exquisite Teas and Exotic Honeys organized Bookstore.
was supposed to be a cafe concept, but it
ABOVE LEFT: The
really was just an excuse for me to buy more
Unorganized Bookstore on
tea and honey.” He grinned. “Quite frankly,
Washington Street in Marion
it’s more of a joke.”
carries books, honey and hats.
The store also does embroidery, as
ABOVE RIGHT: Goods are
demonstrated by several quirky hats
kept in no particular order.
Photography by Timothy P. Riethmiller
displayed on the counter next to the

OPINIONS

Our government has made the decision that American life
is more valuable than Pakistani life and we have given them
permission to do so. Forget 13 hours; there should be a multitude of senators swarming the chamber floor filibustering
until the cows come home over this issue.
Mr. Rand Paul went to Washington
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JL and a
plea for
thoughtful
consideration
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Processing tragedy both
personally and relationally

Television’s killing the Hollywood star (maybe)
Three reasons the TV screen
beats out the silver screen
Lucas Sweitzer
Opinions Editor

A good TV show is also a more economically feasible investment than a movie now
anyways. This is why film franchises are becoming so popular, because they model that
episodic relationship. By splitting a large
story into several parts, a studio can spend
less money upfront building an audience
and experience less of a risk per
installment.

I feel like this is pop culture sacrilege to admit, but in respect to the authentic environment we have here at Taylor, I have a
Even though both are expensive,
confession to make: I like TV more than the
movies.
movies are relatively much more
I find it so difficult to admit because I love
expensive to produce. Because
watching movies. Like, I take fairly strong
of this, TV show pilots can take
pride in my general knowledge of movies.
I’ve never really had the same affinity for
more risks in new content, which
TV shows. But as I’ve thought about the
has paid off in spades over the
media I digest on a weekly basis, it’s true I
last five or six years. This is
watch more TV than movies. I’ve been trying to figure out the reason behind this unmainly because of the growing
til it came to me this past February, when I
influence of cable networks
began watching “House of Cards,” Netflix’s
like AMC, HBO and Showtime.
first original programming.
“House of Cards” sort of exemplifies the
three reasons I think TV is better than the
Compare two movie franchises with a TV
movies: the structural difference between a show: the wildly-popular “Harry Potter” sesingular and an episodic narrative, televi- ries, the ill-conceived “Eragon” movie and
sion’s lower barriers to entry and TV’s great- the critically-lauded “Game of Thrones”
er legal accessibility.
adaptation. All three were based off of exThe first difference between TV and the tremely successful book series, but only two
movies is a structural one, and I suppose a experienced success: “Harry Potter” and
simple preference more than anything else. “Game of Thrones.” “Eragon” was a laughI think dramatic narratives that unfold over ably terrible adaptation of the book, rejectan episodic format are more reflective of ed by fans and newcomers alike.
real life than a single two-hour adventure.
The reasons “Eragon” failed are plenA TV show is less likely than a movie to cre- tiful. But the most core reason is that so
ate a sunset happily-ever-after ending, with much money goes into the production of
more nuanced and character-driven stories the film, and the filmmakers are at high risk
that develop at different rates, much more to be sent into committee chaos. If “Eragon”
like life.
could’ve been conceived as a TV show rather

than a movie, the initial cost could’ve been
less and they could’ve focused more on providing a good experience rather than pander to studios.
For those who have seen “House of Cards,”
this is also a story that can be experienced
much better in an episodic format than a
single film. Although the plot could be simplified into one long narrative, you would
lose many interesting character moments
that made “House of Cards” so strong.
The second reason I prefer TV to movies
is because of the lower barriers to entry TV
has, especially over the last few years. This
point comes with a major caveat: Just because something has lower barriers to entry doesn’t mean the barriers are actually
low. It is incredibly difficult to finance both
wide-release movies and network TV shows
because both are incredibly expensive.
Even though both are expensive, movies
are relatively much more expensive to produce. Because of this, TV show pilots can
take more risks in new content, which has
paid off in spades over the last five or six
years. This is mainly because of the growing
influence of cable networks like AMC, HBO
and Showtime.
“House of Cards” was shopped to a variety of conventional networks before it was
bought by Netflix. The executive producer
(Kevin Spacey) didn’t want the show to go
to a major TV network because he wanted to
make the show on his own terms, a privilege
the TV world has that film doesn’t. Although
the independent film scene is growing, it
hasn’t grown on the same economic level
that alternative TV forms has.
Being able to take more risks creates
more failures but yields greater rewards for

Tom Weingartner

diamonds in the rough. This allows successful shows to focus on more quality.
The final reason I prefer TV to movies has
much less to do with the production of the
medium and more to do with the distribution of those mediums. TV has been able to
adapt to the changing way people consume
media in a way movies simply haven’t.
One just has to look at the movie and TV
selections available on Hulu and Netflix to
see how many well-known movies and TV
shows are available for free (or very little
cost). The TV selections on these websites
are much more expansive, whereas many of
the movie selections are second-rate cash
cows. This is because more network shows
are seeking out ways to be found easily online. Major movie releases haven’t been able
to adapt to this the way TV has. This has
encouraged a wider culture of piracy for
movies than TV (though many TV shows
are pirated as well).
“House of Cards” again provides a perfect
example of this. When the show was ready
for distribution, it wasn’t released on the
internet week-by-week. The full season was
put on Netflix all at once, to be watched at
each individual’s leisure. In the future, the lion’s share of media consumption will belong
to those that can provide the content to the
largest audience for free (or very little cost).
These three ideas combine to create a
trend I can only see increasing in the next
few years. Unless something major changes in the next few years, it’s my prediction
that TV will absolutely hold the advantage of
quality entertainment versus movies.
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Andrew Whitworth
Contributor
When Sen. Rand Paul from my home state
of Kentucky took the senate floor last
Wednesday, I found myself frighteningly and
surprisingly in support of him. (My senator
and I don’t exactly see eye-to-eye). The Tea
Party member’s filibuster of the confirmation vote for new CIA director John Brennan
finished early last Thursday morning, clocking in at just under 13 hours. Paul’s point of
contention centered on the Obama administration’s controversial stance on the use
of lethal unmanned drone strikes.
This administration has been very secretive about its use of drones targeting terrorists in the Middle East, and when asked
about the constitutionality of using these
same types of drone strikes to target American citizens on American soil, the attorney
general gave a disturbing answer, not ruling
it out in extraordinary circumstance.
Excuse me Mr. Attorney General, but let
me understand this correctly. You believe
that the government has a right to kill an
American citizen without the due process of
law? Sen. Rand Paul and a bi-partisan contingency posed this question to the President and his administration through the
filibuster and finally received a very blunt
“no” for an answer. Shame on the president
for making Congress bend over backward
to receive a very simple but important answer. And bravo to these senators for taking a stand . . . well, kind of.
After listening to the speeches during
the filibuster, I noticed something that disturbed me even more than the discussion of
the position of the Obama administration.
The challenging senators’ issue lies not in
the drone strikes themselves, but in the violation of the 5th amendment. The senators
mentioned time and time again that drone
strikes on U.S. soil and drone strikes in the
Middle East are two different things. They

had no issue with drones killing innocent,
non-American citizens in the Middle East.
I have a huge issue with this.
Because the Obama administration has
been so un-transparent with their drone
operations, it is impossible to know exact
numbers, but according to the Bureau of Investigative Journalism, drone strikes killed
between 411 and 881 civilians—including approximately 176 children—in Pakistan between 2004 and last year.
As the world’s self-proclaimed bastion for
freedom, peace and democratic values, this
is unacceptable. Would the Obama administration kill 176 American children under
the same pretense? Would you be willing to
sacrifice 176 American children under the
same pretense?

Shame on the president for
making Congress bend over
backward to receive a very
simple but important answer.
And bravo to these senators for
taking a stand . . . well, kind of.
Our government has made the decision
that American life is more valuable than Pakistani life and we have given them permission to do so. Forget 13 hours; there should
be a multitude of senators swarming the
chamber floor filibustering until the cows
come home over this issue. What good
is it to gain all the security that weapons
technology and Pakistani children’s lives
can buy if we lose our souls (to paraphrase
Mark 8:36)?
The U.S. cannot afford to be hypocritical
when it comes to human rights. The issues
are too significant and our worldwide influence (albeit diminishing) is too valuable
to risk it.
No longer can the American public, but
CERTAINLY, no longer can the American
Church play ignorant of our government’s
consistent human rights violations. As
Christians, our pursuit of peace, justice and
human rights must begin at home.

DRONE ATTACKS IN PAKISTAN
Drone attacks have recently become a major news topic, but the reality of their use in
Pakistan is hardly new. The numbers below
show the estimated deaths in Pakistan attributed to U.S. drone strikes over the last
nine years (with the number of civilians in
parentheses), according to the Bureau of
Investigative Journalism. Effects of drone
strikes are difficult to figure, so the numbers provided are minimum estimates.

2004

6 (2)

2005

15 (5)

2006

102 (93)

2007

36 (11)

2008

251 (59)

2009

523 (98)

2010

873 (84)

2011

451 (52)

2012

242 (7)

Contributor

I’ve noticed an interesting trend around
campus that has given me pause: Dedications to Josh Larkin have appeared at the
end of a Nostalgia Night video, during the
Envision film festival and throughout Parnassus. Each of these in its own light has
meant different things to me. It means a lot
to know that people are still thinking about
Josh, that he is still on the minds and hearts
of individuals and motivating them to create. At the same time, the trend makes me
uneasy. It validates a corporate grieving
that, while meaningful, can be harmful.
Certainly, there is a place for corporate
grieving. The recognition that one is part of
a community going through similar issues
is vitally important to healing. But only leaving room for this type of grieving forces our
pain into a mold. If we are not given freedom and space to explore our own grief, if
we immediately co-opt the symbols of others or pour into a larger whole without
thinking of why we are connecting to it in
the first place, we cheat ourselves the opportunity to truly understand our pain. We
ask ourselves “Why am I not feeling the
same way they are?” Or worse, we force ourselves to emulate those around us whom
we think are “grieving the right way.”

This bitterness at my own
feelings fostered a sense of
isolation, the only relief for
which came through sharing
in a personal way with others.
The one-year anniversary of Josh’s death
is approaching, and it’s going to mean a lot
of different things to a lot of people. Recalling Josh’s death might make you sad, it
might make you feel alone, it might remind
you of a loved one you’ve lost or it might not
make you feel anything at all. ALL of those
are okay. Seriously, all of them. I spent far
too long hating myself for not being able
to feel certain emotions when I wanted to;
of not being able to connect with pain on
the levels I thought I should have or not
feeling sad at certain moments and wondering why certain memories didn’t affect
me. This bitterness at my own feelings fostered a sense of isolation, the only relief for
which came through sharing in a personal
way with others.
Recently, a friend shared with me that on
the day Josh died, he was heading toward
Starbucks when ambulances flew past him,
sirens blaring, to get to Sammy. To this day,
sirens still make him uneasy. While I cannot speak for my friend, sharing in his story
brought me a sort of peace. Though it forced
me to relive a hard moment, it helped me
validate my own pain by sharing in the pain
of another on a very personal level. Understanding how to connect specifically with
him helped me understand how to love
him in his weakness. This in turn helped
me better understand my own weaknesses. I couldn’t have received these things
by simply nodding in affirmation at someone’s JL bro tank or wearing a certain type
of bracelet.
The pain I feel still lingers. It wanders
with me around the campus at two in the
morning. It joins me in an all-too-empty
Union. It occupies a vague gray area that
I can’t define. Sometimes it stabs me. It
shoots through me when I get to be on stage
but know there’s one person missing from
the audience. It pierces me when I wake up
from a dream where Josh was still a fully
present character. Sometimes it’s not there
at all. As April 4 approaches, it will become
more difficult. The pain will yet again become more real as I’m brought back to some
of the hardest moments: of first learning
about the tragedy, of seeing friends for the
first time, of cleaning out things from our
room. I share these things because I hope
they make you feel less alone; I hope they
get at the simultaneous universality and
uniqueness of grief. Whatever it means
to you and however it affects you, I hope
you can find those people you can share
your thoughts and move towards a place
of wholeness.
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Let your voice be heard!
Are you opinionated? Join the campus discussion by submitting your own letter-to-the-editor to Lucas_Sweitzer@taylor.edu by Wednesday at 5:00 p.m. Please
keep the word count to 500-700 words.

We just have to play hard regardless of our
circumstances. We are staying positive, and
honestly, growing more and more each day
whether we play or not.

TROJAN NATION

Softball team remains patient through
many cancellations

TheEchoNews.com
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Left: Junior Emily Tweedy makes contact in a game earlier this year as she
remains ready for rest of the season.
Top Right: Catcher Tweedy anticpates the rest of the seaon as
softball schedule picks up.
Bottom Right: Coach Brad Bowser
reflects and prepares team to fight
through weather difficulties.
Photography by Timothy P. Riethmiller

Softball team remains patient through many cancellations
Trojans try to stay loose after
bad weather cancels games
Will Fairfax
Sports Writer

Can’t wait for spring break and warmer
temperatures? Can’t stand all the snow
and dreary weather? The softball team can’t
wait either. They’ve had only two games
since their opening weekend in Tennessee
a month ago.
Since battling four top-30 teams in the
Martin Methodist Tournament a month ago,
Taylor has only faced one opponent—Union
College last Friday. They lost the first game
1-3 before coming back to win the second
8-0. Freshman MacKenzie Hiers sparked the

win, going 3-for-4 with two home runs and
a single. Sophomore Hannah Klebesadel
got the complete game shutout, striking
out nine batters.
The Trojans were looking to build on the
win with a doubleheader last Saturday and
a game on Tuesday, but all of those games
were cancelled.
“It’s tough to get in any rhythm and that’s
the thing with springs like this—how you
get in a rhythm and stay there,” Bowser said.
“Once the rhythm starts and we start playing, we’re going to play six or eight games
every week, and that’s really tough because
you don’t play, you don’t play, you don’t play
and then you play a ton.”
The softball team has not practiced on
their field yet and has only practiced outside

three or four days on the turf field. They
have only been out on a softball field during
their six games.
Senior captain Holly Tomaszewski said
that her team needs to stay mentally strong
despite the cancelled games.
“In its simplest terms, it's going out and
‘ripping it,’ as coach likes to say,” Tomaszewski said. “We just have to play hard regardless of our circumstances. We are staying
positive, and honestly, growing more and
more each day whether we play or not. . . . If
we continue to compete each day in any way
that we can, we will be ready when the skies
finally clear and the ground is finally dry.”
Bowser has talked with the cross country
and track coaches about the importance of
practice and games or meets for each sport.

“They get in as much work in practice as
they do in a meet,” Bowser said. “They don’t
need meets to get better. We need games to
get better and . . . our kids need to see different pitchers, they need to be able to be
in the moment.
Competition isn’t the same as practice,
according to Bowers. “You can simulate it
a little bit in practice,” he said, “but it’s not
the same as playing games. That’s the biggest challenge right now—how do you simulate game situations in practice?”
Despite the limited amount of work,
Bowser is proud of his team’s performance
and how much they’ve improved on defense. The Trojans finished last season tied
for 127th in fielding percentage with .938.
“We have been really good defensively,”

Bowser said. “I’m really proud of where
we’re at for not being on the field much.
I feel like our pitchers have done a good
job of battling, we’ve played some awfully
good teams . . . our offense will come, our
swings are starting to get there in game
situations. I’m excited to see where that’s
going to take us.”
Junior captain Caitlin Vukorpa is excited
to play on such a talented squad.
“I am already beyond proud of this team,”
Vukorpa said. “From the outfield to behind
the plate, we are thoroughly strong. We have
unbelievable freshman talent along with
three deadly returning classes. This team
has ability beyond what is known.”

Taylor sweeps
All-Star Classic
at Anderson
Men’s and women’s
intramural all-star teams
win championship

Chicago Blackhawks’ streak concludes
Nick Van Heest
Sports Writer

You might not be a hockey fan, but chances are you have seen a multitude of students
wearing Chicago Blackhawks jerseys around
campus this semester. Obviously, a large number of students hail from the Chicagoland
area, but there is a more important, underlying reason for the red and black clad sea of
Blackhawks supporters. The streak.
The 2012-2013 NHL season was shortened
from 82 to 48 games due to a revenue-related
disagreement between owners and players.
The late start and shortened schedule didn’t
deter the Blackhawks as they kicked off the
season with a 24-game point streak that included a franchise record 11-game winning
streak. For the first half of the season, the
Blackhawks did not lose a game in regulation,
claiming 21 victories and three shootout losses
(a team is awarded two points for a win and
point for an overtime or shootout loss).
All good things must come to an end
however, and the streak was snapped on
March 8 by the Colorado Avalanche in a 6-2
defeat, the Blackhawks first regulation loss
since March 25, 2012.
The players took the loss with a grain of
salt, looking back fondly on the streak.
"We've been fortunate to play well enough

to make it this far and it's something we can
be proud of,” center Jonathan Toews told the
Chicago Tribune. “We'll take the confidence
we gained from all that and keep going forward. Everyone knows you can't win them all."
"We're not happy we didn't get two points
but we're certainly proud of the start we
had," defenseman Duncan Keith added.
"We've lost games before in our lives. We just
move on and try and be better next game."
The streak was the third longest in NHL
history. The Blackhawks streak is only after
a 35-game streak by the Philadelphia Flyers
during the 1979-1980 season and a 28-game
streak by the Montreal Canadians during
the 1977-1978 season. However, the Blackhawks set the NHL record for longest streak
to begin a season, easily besting the Anaheim Ducks’ previous record of 16 games to
start the 2006-2007 season.
The Blackhawks, who were eliminated in
the first round of the playoffs by the Phoenix Coyotes last season and won the Stanley
Cup in 2010, achieved their historic success
through stellar goalkeeping by Corey Crawford and Ray Emery. The lights-out defense
from Keith and Brent Seabrook, spectacular
offense from Toews and right wings Patrick
Kane and Marian Hossa and impeccable
coaching by Joel Quenneville also were key

Softball

Intramurals are a great way for students to
competitively play against each other in the
sports they admire. It brings people together through shared interests.
The 2013 All-Star Classic not only brought
Taylor students together but also allowed
for them to connect with students from other Christian universities.
The event took place Monday night at
Anderson University. Taylor competed
against Huntington, Indiana Wesleyan
and Anderson.
Each school was represented by all stars
from the men’s and women’s intramural basketball programs.
Director for Campus Recreation Logan
Denney sent an email to all the captains
participating in the intramural basketball
season asking for nominations for the all
star teams.
Denney asked for three standards when
asking for nominations: “all-star play, excellent player attitude and quality and
Christ-like character.”
Several players were selected to participate in the event from many different teams.
Although the players were from separate
teams, they were able to come together and
sweep the All-Star Classic.
The All-Star Classic was set up as a

contributors to the streak.
The streak makes for an interesting story,
but what is its ultimate significance? After
all, even after such a historic start to the season, the Blackhawks only lead the western
conference by four points, not exactly an insurmountable cushion.
It has been a rough year for hockey. The
NHL lockout frustrated and disappointed
fans, who recalled the 2004-2005 lockout
and feared another entire season would be
cancelled due to the greed of the owners
and the players. The NHL has struggled to
gain popularity in many areas of the world,
and the lockouts have certainly done the
league no favors. Even after the season began, many fans were wary of returning to
the league that had betrayed them.
The streak helped change much of this. It
gave NHL fans a reason to get excited about
their sport and a reason to forget about the
lockout. The excitement spread beyond the
Blackhawks, converting new hockey fans
everywhere. It gave the NHL front-page attention for all the right reasons.
Many will remember this streak, not only
as an impressive feat by an impressive team,
but as a reminder of all that is good about
the sport of hockey.
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Gabe Bain

Sports Co-editor

round-robin tournament where every team
played each other once. The two teams who
came away with the most victories played
each other in a championship game.
The women’s intramural team beat Anderson in the championship game, helping
secure Taylor’s status as the best intramural basketball program at the classic.
“We surprisingly worked really well together, we never played together before,”
said senior participant Leah Beck.
The men’s team mimicked the success
of the women’s team as they also won
the championship.
The men edged out a close game early in
the tournament by hitting a buzzer-beater
in the second game. They went on to defeat Indiana Wesleyan to capture the second championship of the night for Taylor.
“Even though we were the smallest
team there, we had the biggest heart,”
said freshman participant Robin Paye.
“We pushed each other and motivated
each other to perform.”
Taylor was came out on top by winning
the championships, but both teams took
away something more from the event.
Beck said her favorite parts of the tournament were getting know the girls on the
team as well as seeing how each intramural program stacked up against each other.
Paye took away similar feelings about
the classic.
“I really enjoyed the fact that after the
game we all held hands and prayed together,” Paye said. “In a way it is bringing us closer together.”

Taylor

Bethel

Goshen

Grace

Huntington

Indiana
Wesleyan

Marian

Mount Vernon
Nazarene

Spring Arbor

St. Francis

4th
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2nd
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3rd

8th

1st

6th

5th

5-7 (0-0)

3-9 (0-0)

1-8 (0-0)

7-3 (0-0)

0-7 (0-0)

5-7 (0-0)

1-5 (0-0)

7-2 (0-0)

3-7 (0-0)

3-7 (0-0)
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1st

10th
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2nd
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3rd
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2-4 (0-0)

6-0 (0-0)

0-10 (0-0)

4-10 (0-0)

2-0 (0-0)

11-4 (0-0)

8-1 (0-0)

4-9 (0-0)

3-8 (0-0)

3-6 (0-0)
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PREVIEW
Baseball (5-7, 0-0)
Schedule

03/15 vs Ball State 4 p.m.
03/16 vs IPFW 12 p.m.
03/19 vs Goshen (DH) 2 p.m.
03/21 @ Goshen (DH) 2 p.m.
03/23 vs Mount Vernon Nazarene 1 p.m.
03/26 @ Mount Vernon Nazarene 1 p.m.
03/28 vs Bethel (DH) 2 p.m.
03/30 @ Bethel (DH) 1 p.m.
04/02 @ Saint Francis (DH) 2 p.m.
04/04 vs Saint Francis (DH) 2 p.m.
*(DH) - Double Header

Softball (2-4, 0-0)
Schedule

Baseball team sweeps
Concordia at home
Trojans pull through with
strong offense in game 1 and
solid pitching in game 2
Austin Kight

T

Sports Writer

he Trojans had a strong performance Thursday afternoon, sweeping Concordia
University (Mich.) in a doubleheader to boost their pre-season record to 5-7.
Taylor, who was off to a rocky start to
begin the 2013 season, continues picking up momentum as the regular season approaches.
“It was a really good day for our team,”
said head coach Kyle Gould. “We got two
great performances by our starting pitching. Both (senior) Ryan Baker and (sophomore) Josh DeGraaf were outstanding on the
mound, which we are counting on to lead
our team this season.”
At the plate, Taylor’s bats were hot in the
first game, putting up 11 runs in 12 hits.
Freshman Brian Moore led the offense,
going 4-for-4 at the plate producing three
runs and three RBIs. Junior Jordan Coffey
also helped Taylor’s cause with one run and
two RBIs off of two hits.
“Offensively I thought we had good at
bats and were able to give run support to
Baker,” Moore said. “It all comes down to

“However, with
the kind of teams
we have been
playing if you
aren’t playing
well you aren’t
going to win.
Unfortunately that
is what happened
to us early on.”
—Coach Kyle Gould

03/15 @ Rose-Hulman Institute of Technology
(DH) 5 p.m.
03/16 @ Franklin College (DH) 5 p.m.
03/18 @ Indiana Tech (DH) 3 p.m.
03/23 @ Point University (DH) 11 a.m.
03/25 @ Warner (DH) 2 p.m.
03/26 @ Eckerd College 5 p.m.
03/28 @ Ave Maria (DH) 10 a.m.
03/29 @ Southeastern (DH) 10 a.m.
04/02 @ Goshen (DH) 3 p.m.
04/04 @ Saint Francis (DH) 3 p.m.

Both teams were scoreless through five and
a half innings of play until freshman Grant
Hendershot and junior Austin York scored
the team’s only runs of the game to put the
Trojans up by two in the bottom of the sixth.
Concordia battled back in the top of the
seventh, putting up one run off a Trojan error,
but they could not close the gap, falling 2-1.
DeGraaf (2-1) took the mound for Taylor,
and the young pitcher had everything working for him in the second game. DeGraaf
struck out eight and only allowed one run
off of three hits in 6 1/3 innings.
Coach Gould understands it is still early
in the season, too early to tell how the season will play out. However, he believes they
are on the right track and will continue to
improve game by game.
“We played some really good teams early
and our record wasn’t all that good,” Gould

said. “However, with the kind of teams we
have been playing, if you aren’t playing well
you aren’t going to win. Unfortunately that
is what happened to us early on.”
Over the weekend, the Trojans will face
a difficult schedule. On Friday, the Trojans
will host NCAA Division I Ball State at 4 p.m.
in a single, 9-inning game. Then on Saturday Taylor will also host Division I Indiana
University-Purdue University Fort Wayne
at 12 p.m.

*(DH) - Double Header

Track and Field
Schedule

03/16 Huntsman Relays at Wabash College
03/23 Rhodes College Invitational
03/29 Emory University Classic
04/06 Taylor Classic
04/12 Indiana Intercollegiate Championships
04/20 Manchester Invitational
04/26-27 Crossroads League Championships
05/04 Taylor Invitational
05/10 Dr. Keeler Invitational
05/23-25 NAIA National Outdoor Championships

Top: Freshman Danny Moorehead
sprints to third base as the defense
bobbles the ball behind him.
Bottom: Senior Ryan Baker delivers a
pitch to home plate. He struck out 10
batters in his first win of the year.
Photography by: Timothy P. Riethmiller

Men’s Golf
Schedule

03/25-26 Trevecca Nazarene Spring Invitational
04/05-06 USF Cougar Spring Invitational
04/08-09 NAIA National Preview
04/12-13 Battle at Blackthorn
04/22-23 Taylor Spring Invitational
04/29-30 Crossroads League Championship

making plays behind our pitchers and having quality at bats .”
For the first time this season, the Trojans found themselves out on top early in
the game, posting four runs in the second,
two in the fifth and five in the sixth to pick
up an 11-5 win over Concordia.
“The first game was good,” Gould said.
“We got going offensively, which is something we have been struggling with and it
was really good to see.”
Baker (1-3) picked up his first win on the
mound for the Trojans, striking out 10 batters
in five innings, allowing no runs and five hits.
The exceptional performance by the senior
only begins to show what he can do on the
mound, according to Gould.
In the nightcap, the bats were silenced, and
pitching dominated for Concordia and Taylor.

Women’s Golf
Schedule

03/16 Indiana Wesleyan Spring Warm-Up
03/25-26 University of the Cumberlands Spring
Invitational
04/05-06 Saint Francis Spring Invitational
04/12-13 Battle at Blackthorn
04/19-20 Ohio Northern Spring Invitational
04/26-27 Crossroads League Championship

Lacrosse team earns victory after second-half comeback
Huge second half by the
Trojans leads to second
straight victory
Elizabeth Luke
Contributor

Taylor men’s lacrosse clenched their
second straight victory of the season in
a face-off against their familiar opponent Michigan-Dearborn. The men had
to fight to claim their 8-7 victory, as the
Wolves had drastically improved since last
season giving them a surprising run for
their money.
“The game was hard-fought for the full
60 minutes,” said junior Sam Wright. “We
came out really slow to start the game and
didn’t play to our full potential nearly the
entire first half.”
Taylor came out slow after their fourhour commute, with one goal scored in
the first quarter. Senior starter Rex Huffman went down with a knee injury in the
first quarter, leaving a hole in the midfield.
As the Trojans fought through the first
half, Wright scored a much-needed goal to
make the score at 4-1 Michigan-Dearborn to
end the quarter.
Taylor went into the half trailing 6-2.
The Trojans were less than happy with
their performance at the half and knew
they had not played up to their potential.
Head coach Chey West and assistant coach

Patrone challenged the men to work harder
and execute better.
“The coaches had little encouragement
to offer the team because we had not deserved it,” Wright said. “The way I see it,
that was exactly what we needed. It awakened us to the realization that we had to
get our act together if we wanted to come
out with a win.”
After halftime, Taylor entered ready to
fight back and reduce the four-goal deficit.
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The offense began moving the ball at a faster pace and waiting for the right shot at the
right time.
Freshman attackman Parker O’Leary
scored his first goal as a Trojan to pump up
the team’s spirit and enthusiasm. They crept
back into the game, scoring three goals in the
third quarter.
The Trojan offense improved in the
fourth quarter as they gained on Michigan-Dearborn. The defense held the Wolves

to zero goals in the fourth quarter, allowing
the offense to thrive.
With two minutes left, Wright assisted
junior Nick Sato, who scored his first goal
of the season, giving the Trojans the lead.
They strategically held Michigan-Dearborn
the rest of the game for a 8-7 victory.
“Probably the biggest and most
game-changing highlight was a doorstep
goal by Parker O’Leary,” Wright said. “That
goal was able to tip the momentum from

Dearborn to our side for the rest of the
game. Nick Sato’s game-winning goal was
also a big highlight.”
Many of the players off the bench were
highly influential throughout the game
proving the depth of this year’s team, including Sato, who was asked to fill a new
role because of Huffman’s injury.
The Trojans will play their first home
game at 11:30 a.m. tomorrow against the
Liberty University Flames.
Athlete of the Week

TAYLOR LUNA
Year

Senior

Hometown

Carmel, IN

Position

P / OF

Favorite Quote

“I’m just what you made, God.”

Theme Song

“I’ll Make a Man Out of You”

Best Baseball Memory

Playing for the state title my senior year of
high school.

Biggest Misconception About
Baseball

How easy people think it is to play baseball

Photography by Timothy P. Riethmiller

Winners will receive their choice
of an official NCAA basketball
or $30 Starbucks gift card and
will be featured in The Echo
following the tournament!

•Brackets must be submitted before games start Tuesday night.

